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Zusammenfassung
Physical Mobile Interaction beschreibt die Interaktion zwischen einem mobilen Endgerät und
einem physikalischen Objekt. Bluetooth, numerische Identifikatoren, visuelle Codes oder auch
Near Field Communication (NFC) sind technische Voraussetzungen dafür. Bis heute, wie auch
im Abschnitt zur Related Work dargestellt, basieren die meisten Anwendungen auf diesem Gebiet
auf Single-Tag Interaction, also der Interaktion mit einem einzigen Tag, das meist zum Starten
der Anwendung oder eines Dienstes verwendet wird. Einige wenige Ansätze überwinden diese
Begrenzung und verwenden, beziehungsweise kombinieren, mehrere Tags. Diese Art der Interaktion nennt sich Multi-Tag Interaction. Neben einigen konkreten Beispielen wird vor allem ein
genereller Überblick gegeben, der eine Kategorisierung verschiedener Multi-Tag Ansätze beinhaltet. Die vier Kategorien lauten wie folgt: Navigation, Selektion, Kombination von Information
und Abbildung. Während der Durchführung von drei Nutzerstudien wurden drei dieser Kategorien
(Navigation, Selektion und Kombination von Information) in Bezug auf allgemeine Bedienbarkeit
und der Verteilung von Information zwischen dem mobilen Endgerät und dem physikalischen Interface evaluiert. Mit Hilfe verschiedener Prototypen, die alle aus einer Java ME Anwendung mit
NFC Unterstützung und einem Poster mit Tags bestanden, wurden quantitative Daten, wie die
Ausführungszeit, Aufmerksamkeitswechsel und Fehler, sowie auch qualitative Daten, basierend
auf den Rückmeldungen der Benutzer, gesammelt.

Abstract
Physical mobile interaction is the interaction between a mobile device and a physical object. Using
enabling technologies like bluetooth, numeric identifiers, visual codes or near-field communication (NFC), this kind of interaction is made possible. Up to now, as depicted in the related work
section, the focus in this area is based on single-tag interaction meaning only one single tag is
used in an application, usually to start an application or a service. Consequently only very few
approaches rise above this and use, reuse and combine more than one tag. This interaction style is
called multi-tag interaction. Aside from concrete examples, a general categorisation for multi-tag
interaction is given stating four categories: Navigation, Selection, Combination of Information
and Mapping. Conducting three user studies, three of these categories (Navigation, Selection
and Combination of Information) are evaluated considering their general usability and the distribution of information on the mobile interface as well as the physical interface. Using different
prototypes, consisting of a Java ME based mobile application supporting NFC and a tag-enhanced
poster, quantitative data, like execution time, attention shifts and errors, is collected as well as
qualitative data based on user feedback.

Task Definition:
Design and Distribution of Physical and Mobile Interfaces for Multi-Tag Interaction
Background: The advancement of Ubicomp technologies such as NFC or visual markers has
increased the possibilities for mobile interaction with tagged objects from the real world as well as
associated information and services. Due to the increasing technical advancement and distribution
of tagging technology, this Physical Mobile Interaction evolves towards Multi-Tag Interaction
that uses mobile devices to interact with multiple objects, tags and information. As a result of
this development, physical objects can act as physical interfaces with multi-tags that complement
mobile interfaces and adopt some of their features.
General Objectives: The goal of this thesis is to investigate the interface and interaction design
of multi-tag applications focusing on its distribution between tagged physical objects and mobile
devices. For that purpose, this thesis will explore different examples for multi-tag applications,
analyse common workflows, patterns or designs and derive general properties of Multi-Tag Interaction that influence the design of its applications. Based on this analysis, this thesis will develop
and evaluate different prototype applications according to common workflows and designs for
Multi-Tag Interaction. Each prototype will comprise different designs for the same application or
workflow in order to evaluate the properties of multi-tag interfaces that are distributed between
physical and mobile interfaces.
Tasks:

This diploma thesis includes the following tasks:

• Surveying related work about Physical Mobile Interaction, especially Multi-Tag Interaction,
with a focus on tagged, physical interfaces
• Overview and analysis of multi-tag applications regarding common interaction designs, patterns or workflows as well as properties of mobile and physical interfaces that determine
them (e.g. distribution of interfaces, different physical interfaces...)
• Categorisation and definition of common multi-tag interactions and applications
• Design and development of different prototypes for common Multi-Tag Interactions focusing on the distribution of their interfaces between physical and mobile interfaces
• Comparison and evaluation of different designs for these prototypes
• Written diploma thesis in English
• Reporting on progress in intermediate and final presentation

Ich erkläre hiermit, dass ich die vorliegende Arbeit selbstständig angefertigt, alle Zitate als solche
kenntlich gemacht sowie alle benutzten Quellen und Hilfsmittel angegeben habe.
München, June 25, 2009
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Introduction

Physical mobile interaction is the interaction between a mobile device and the physical environment. Expanding conventional interaction with mobile devices and using physical mobile interaction facilitates a simpler and more intuitive attendance. At the moment the user is accustomed to
navigate through long menus and search through a long list of items on the display of his mobile
device. Adapting to physical mobile interaction, the user can simply point his mobile device at a
physical object and touch it and by means of that interact with it [5].
Using physical mobile interaction offers a broad range of interaction styles to the user and
moreover limited visual output capabilities of mobile devices, like the small display, as well as
limited input capabilities, like the rather small keypad, are overcome. Even more, those characteristics of mobile devices can be combined and therefore fulfill new and useful functions e.g. serve
as additional private screen for personal data [14].
Up to now, many applications only use physical mobile interaction to offer a shortcut to an
application, hence only the first interaction step is realized using technologies like visual markers
or near field communication. Further interaction is carried out using only the mobile device [5].
In this case information collected by a tag cannot be reused or combined with other tags [4]. This
interaction style is called single-tag interaction.
Anyway some attempts have been made to rise above and make use of more than one tag during
the usage of an application. Some examples, which will be explained later on, are Touch & Control
[30], Collect & Drop [4] and Touch & Interact [14] [15]. Generally the interaction style used
in those approaches is called multi-tag interaction. Consequently all this leads to new research
questions concerning the interface and interaction design of multi-tag interaction applications. As
a first step a preliminary classification can be established naming four different categories for
multi-tag interaction: Navigation, Selection, Combination of Information and Mapping.
Applications implementing the category "Navigation" use tags to offer navigation and structure. Using "Selection" the user will have the possibility to select different options, which are used
by the application, with the help of tags. "Combination of Information" provides an opportunity
to combine different tags and in doing so one can create new information for the application to
use. Making use of "Mapping", functionality that is used to control an application is mapped to a
physical interface with the help of tags.
Aside from concrete examples for multi-tag interaction, this thesis wants to approach the topic
from a more general perspective and focus on the interface and interaction design as well as the
distribution of physical and mobile interfaces for multi-tag interaction. To achieve this, for three
of the above mentioned categories - Selection, Navigation and Combination of Information - use
cases and prototypes are developed and evaluated.
Evaluating "Selection" and "Navigation", a prototype for food ordering in a restaurant is developed, offering different meals for four courses. The second user study evaluates "Combination
of Information" with the help of a city guide application, which offers the possibility to combine
different sights and different actions. At last the evaluation of "Selection" and "Navigation" is
refined using GUI widgets.
Each of these prototypes offers one solution using single-tag interaction and several solutions
using multi-tag interaction. Conducting several user studies these prototypes are evaluated
concerning attention shifts, execution time and errors alongside qualitative data provided by the
subjects. As a result, best practices for the design and distribution for the mobile interface, as well
as for the physical interface, depending on the application area, shall be given.

The document is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview on related work. Enabling technologies, like numeric identifiers, visual markers and near field communication (NFC),
and interaction techniques for single-tag interaction as well as multi-tag interaction are evaluated.
1

1

INTRODUCTION

Furthermore a classification for single-tag interaction is given. Finally some general usability
requirements for physical mobile interaction are presented. Chapter 3, on the basis of already
existing applications, tries to offer a classification for multi-tag interaction. To evaluate this classification, different user studies have been conducted. Chapter 4 describes the first user study, which
aims at the categories "Navigation" and "Selection". Chapter 5 summarizes the conduction as well
as the results of the second user study, which aims at "Combination of Information". Chapter 6
outlines the most important information concerning the third user study, which was a refined analysis of "Navigation" and "Selection" based on GUI widgets. Finally in chapter 7 the main results
are summarized and an outlook for future work will be given.

2

2

2

RELATED WORK

Related Work

Physical Mobile Interaction is the interaction between the user, his mobile device and smart objects
in the real world. Whereas a smart environment is an environment augmented with sensors, tags,
visual codes etc., which offers the possibility for electronically operated devices to interact with
everyday things [28]. Much research in this field is done concerning the interaction between smart
environments and mobile phones. Mobile phones are part of most people’s daily life. They carry
them with them all the time and offer a "personal computing platform that is practically constantly
accessible" [27]. Modern mobile devices offer higher computing power and include additional
features like integrated cameras, motion sensors or radio frequency identification (RFID) [2]. This
new technical options provide lots of new ways for the interaction between mobile devices and the
physical environment, but therefore there also arise many new questions concerning usability and
interaction patterns [16]. Mobile devices support discovering, capturing and using information.
E.g. they offer the possibility to access related information, like providing the TV program when
the TV is touched or they can engage the role of a remote control and therefore add interaction
capabilities to objects, which do not offer a user interface [27].
Despite all these possibilities these ideas have not found their way in everybody’s daily life
yet. This is partly because of the non-existence of commercial consumer applications [2]. Anyway
there are already different existing technologies available, which are evaluated in the following. At
first different enabling technologies, like visual codes and near field communication are presented
along with different interaction techniques. Furthermore there do exist some classifications of
different physical mobile interaction areas. The last part of the related work section will cover
already recorded usability aspects.

2.1

Enabling Technologies

To offer interaction between mobile devices and everyday things, everyday things have to be
equipped with some machine readable tags. Those tags support discovery and interaction, hence
they "act as bridges into the digital domain" [4]. Different technologies are available, which all
aim for more intuitiveness, simplicity and convenience whilst interacting. Anyway, studies show
[2] that all these technologies are still mostly unknown to the subjects.
2.1.1

Numeric Identifier

Numeric Identifier [4] is the simplest enabling technology. Basically, objects, which offer additional information are tagged with a number or another clear identification symbol. This number
or symbol can be typed into the intended textbox of an application. The application will know,
which number is linked with which object and maps both the way it is needed for the application.
2.1.2

Bluetooth

Two requirements have to be fulfilled to be able to use Bluetooth [28]. For once the mobile device
has to provide bluetooth support to scan for close by bluetooth enabled devices. Furthermore
each smart device, which should be available for interaction, has to be represented by at least one
Bluetooth access point, which holds information about it.
Having used the scan functionality of the mobile device, the user can select and access the
provided objects.
2.1.3

Infrared

Infrared is a technology, which makes use of electromagnetic waves. By using infrared beams the
interaction technique "pointing", which will be described in more detail later on, can be realized
3
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[28].
Furthermore infrared beacons, which are small infrared transceivers, can send information to
mobile devices, which are able to process the provided information [18].
2.1.4

Location-based

Location-based enabling technologies comprise a set of different technologies to detect the users
position. One possibility is the widely known Global Positioning System (GPS), which is based
on satellites. To use GPS the mobile device needs to have a GPS receiver, which can calculate
the actual position with the help of the GPS data. An example for the usage of GPS is "Bill - a
Seamful Mobile Game" [3], where users collect coins to earn credits for their team.
Another technology is based on the user’s cell-id. Based on GSM, by knowing the location of
the radio cell the mobile device is currently registered, one can approximate the current location
of the mobile device.
2.1.5

Visual Markers

Visual markers, like shown in figure 2.1, are detectable in a very low resolution like 160*120 pixels
and usually have a capacity of 76 bits [26]. They are a so-called pull technology [2], which means
the user has to explicitly point his mobile device at the visual marker and seek the information,
which is stored in it. The visual marker is an image, which encodes data that can be scanned by
the camera of a mobile phone. Different implementations do exist, meaning that in some cases the
user actually has to take a photo of the marker, while in other cases the mobile device is able to
recognize the marker in real time in the live camera image and decodes the data [26]. Depending
on the recognition algorithm it is possible to detect multiple markers at once.

Figure 2.1: Examples for visual markers. The left one is a so called QR Code while the right one
is a Semacode [19]. Other visual markers do exist.

2.1.6

Near Field Communication

Near field communication, or short NFC, is a short range wireless technology and a so-called push
technology, meaning it actively transmits information to the phone just by being close enough to
the NFC reader [2]. Close enough typically means less than 5 cm. An NFC-tag, which can be
read but also be written on, can store small amounts of data (about 1/4 Kbytes) [13]. Normally
those tags do not contain a power-source, therefore they are passive. Active tags with some kind of
battery have a wider communication range. Every tag carries at least an identification code [31] but
furthermore they typically contain links to other services by storing an url or any other information,
which can be useful within an application, therefore NFC-tags can trigger other services.
Different modes are available: In reader/writer mode an NFC device, like a mobile phone
equipped with an NFC reader like the Nokia 6131, can read data from or write data on an RFID
tag. Using the peer-to-peer mode, two devices can exchange data just by being close enough
together and therefore establish a wireless link. In card emulation mode the NFC equipped mobile
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phone itself can act as NFC-tag. The big advantage of this is that the mobile device offers a secure
data storage to be used by any application like for example eTicketing or contactless payment [22].
NFC-tags can be used to offer quick access to available services in the surrounded environment
without the need for any configuration. Using this technology, it is easy to interact with fixed
devices [22].
By now there are only very few NFC equipped mobile phones available on the market. The
Nokia 6131 NFC is one of them. Another, but very old model of Nokia, the Nokia 3220 could be
extended with an NFC shell to support NFC technology. Anyway, while this technology is hardly
known in Europe, these phones are already widely used in some Asian countries [14].
User studies show that people are uneasy about the broadcast nature of RFID and are afraid
of accidently picking up information. Regarding usability, untrained users consider it more easy
to use visual markers like 2D barcodes, but the handling of the NFC technology significantly
improves after some training [2].

2.2

Interaction Techniques

The previously described enabling technologies are used to enhance the physical environment and
therefore offer the precondition for physical mobile interaction techniques, which are supposed to
be more natural than traditional input methods like input via the keypad of a mobile phone.
All in all different levels of interaction and several interaction styles are possible. Typical user
scenarios include tasks like accessing information by touching a tag or initiating an information
channel like bluetooth or an internet connection [2].
Interaction with NFC-tags normally is done by some kind of physical gesture like touching a
tag or pointing at it. Most currently available applications focus on very simple interactions using
only one single tag to initiate a service. This paradigm is also referred to as Touch-’n-Go service
interaction [15]. But there are already other use cases in development to make use of multi-tag
interaction. One possible approach is Touch & Interact [14] [15], which will be taken into account
later on.
2.2.1

Basic Physical Mobile Interaction Techniques

Physical mobile interaction is characterized by the interaction style between a mobile device and
the physical environment [27]. A so-called physical object can be anything, for example a real
world object, a person or a location. The intention of physical mobile interaction is the simplification of service discovery and furthermore offering new kinds of object-, person- or location-based
applications by removing known limitations of mobile phones.
Touching
Being similar to every day actions, touching is considered to be the most intuitive physical mobile
interaction [27]. Touching means to bring a mobile device and a real word object close together or
in contact as depicted in figure 2.2. Usually some kind of feedback (e.g. vibration of the mobile
device), is given, if the touching was successful and the mobile device was able to read the tag,
which enhanced the real world object.
This technology usually is implemented using radio frequency identification (RFID) and near
field communication (NFC), which have the benefit that devices do not actually have to be in
physical contact but be close [28]. This technology usually works at a range up to 5 cm.
Comparing it to other basic physical mobile interaction techniques like pointing or scanning it
is very error resistant and users being asked stated it to be very quick, enjoyable, reliable, simple
and secure with only little cognitive load [27]. They were able to learn this technique very fast and
did hardly make any errors.
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Figure 2.2: Using the physical mobile interaction technique "Touching" [5].
A big influence concerning the popularity of a certain interaction technique is the necessary
physical effort the user has to superimpose [27]. Therefore this technique is preferred by the user
in cases where the smart object is in direct reach. Especially at home people tend to avoid extra
physical effort. This effect is not that strong in cases of sensitive actions. People tend to accept
extra effort if they are sure that this extra effort provides more security for their interactions.
Furthermore another big advantage of this technique is the high accuracy, especially if there is
a need to select tags, which are small or close together [28].
Pointing
As the name of this physical mobile interaction technique already suggests, the mobile device is
pointed at a smart object to interact with it. Consequently it is a direct interaction technique, which
is intuitive because it is known from every day interaction.
Technically speaking, pointing can be realized in many different ways [28]. A possible solution are visual markers, which can be detected by the device’s built in camera, as shown in figure
2.3, and will be processed by image recognition technologies or light sensors, which react to laser
or infrared beams. All these technical realizations usually offer a distance range up to 60 cm.

Figure 2.3: Using the physical mobile interaction technique "Pointing" [5].
The big disadvantage of this technique is the fact that the object or tag has to be in line of
sight. But in contrast to touching there is no need to be directly next to it [27]. Consequently
this interaction demands less physical effort. Compared to the ensuing technique called scanning,
pointing is preferred although touching is considered to be quicker. Furthermore users describe
pointing as innovative, enjoyable, and intuitive but according to them it does need more cognitive
effort than touching and higher coordinative effort is required.
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Prototypes showed that performance and error resistance is highly dependent on the actual
implementation.

Scanning
Scanning offers the user the possibility to get a list on his mobile device of all smart objects, which
are nearby [28]. Typically a wireless technology, like for example bluetooth, is used to create the
list. This can be implemented in two different ways. Either the action of scanning is triggered
explicitly by the user or the mobile device scans automatically and permanently for smart objects
in the direct vicinity [27].
Scanning compared to touching and pointing is rather technical and furthermore, in contrast
to the two previously described it is indirect, which makes it less intuitive for the user and takes
more time during execution. Consequently users tend to apply a direct method, like touching or
pointing, in cases were line of sight is given [27]. The one scenario in which scanning is preferred
is to overcome physical distance and physical effort, meaning if the user would have to move
otherwise, he accepts the rather technical approach.
Scanning requires higher cognitive load due to the fact that a mapping between the list and the
actual smart object has to be established [27]. The risk is very high that the user might accidentally
interact with an object he did not intend to interact with. This is also due to the fact, that a list
usually displays all available options and not only the ones, which are important for the user right
now [28], although this problem could be solved by the implementation of this technique. On the
other hand it is also an advantage that all nearby objects can be displayed [27]. The user will not
miss objects he could use to interact with and furthermore no visual augmentation is needed to
attract the user’s attention.

User Mediated Object Interaction
User Mediated Object Interaction is already quite well known and is already in use [27]. Especially
museum guides are often based on this interaction method. Objects provide information e.g. a
number, which is then typed into the mobile device to establish a link between those two, as
shown in figure 2.4. Therefore no special technology is needed, which also makes this technique
very reliable and simple to understand and use.

Figure 2.4: Using the physical mobile interaction technique "User Mediated Object Interaction"
[5].
Considering the performance of this interaction technique, it is important that the length of the
information that has to be typed into the mobile device is rather short.
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Hovering
Hovering [34] is inspired by the visualisation of hyperlinks in the web. Similar to touching, the
user holds his mobile device close to the NFC-tag. But by doing so he does not select the tag, but
is displayed additional information about the tag on the display of his mobile device as depicted
in figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Using the physical mobile interaction technique "Hovering" [34].
As already mentioned this interaction technique is inspired by web browsers and their handling
of links. Hovering over a link in a web browser usually results in displaying the url in the status
bar and if available also the title of the link as tooltip. Consequently hovering one’s mobile device
over a tag, one can quickly check the content of different tags before selecting one.
In the application, which is presented in [34], the user can choose between two different views:
single and list. In the single mode the user is only displayed the data of one link, but there is more
information about this single link than in the list mode. List mode shows more links. In this case,
the user can select each link and access further information. In both views, the user can activate
a link, e.g. viewing the information or calling a contained phone number, by pressing the select
button.
In any case NFC records store the data in different fields on the tag.
2.2.2

Advanced Physical Mobile Interaction Techniques

Previously described physical mobile interaction techniques only describe one single interaction
with one single tag. To take this one step further, in the following an overview of multi-tag
interaction will be given [4].
One possible scenario of this extended mobile interaction is the reuse of information in different applications. Furthermore restrictions and limitations, like the small screen size and unpleasant
input options, which are accompanied by the usage of mobile devices, can be bypassed.
Generally, advantages of multi-tag interaction are that the user can choose from more options
on one smart object, which offers many more possibilities for designing the application. Consequently much more thoughts have to be put into the question, which elements should be part of the
physical interface and which parts should by carried out using the mobile interface. Furthermore
the arrangement of the tags on the physical interface is an important element.
All in all, multi-tag interaction denotes the usage of more than one tag for a "collective purpose" [4]. Research that has already been done in this area will be presented in the following.
Selection Techniques
In [25] different selection techniques for multi-tag interaction are proposed. At first participants
were asked to select items on a paper map deliberately without giving them any further instruc8
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tions. The goal was to see, which possible ways they would try to use. The result of this experiment was that most users pointed the mobile device on an item and pressed a button on the mobile
device.
Anyway there are many other possible selection techniques, which can be envisioned. In a
second experiment the users where presented five different selection styles: click-select (touching
an item and pressing a button), path select (pressing a button at the starting point, dragging the
mobile device along the desired path and releasing the button to finish the selection and selecting
the whole path), multi-select (similar to click-select but by pressing a button more than one item
can be selected), lasso-select (similar to path-select but start and end point are the same and everything inside the path is selected) and menu-select (before interacting with the map an information
category is selected via menu, afterwards the actual selection is done by using one of the previous
techniques).
Furthermore audio and visual feedback was included in this prototype to make selection easy
to understand. E.g. an orange trail was shown along the selected path or a sound played once the
selection was finished.
The interesting thing about this second study is that although people used click-select if given
no instructions, once they were familiarized with the other techniques there was no tendency
towards click-select to be witnessed. Consequently they adapted the new techniques very easily.
Point & Shoot
Point & Shoot is described as "phonecam-based interaction technique for large public displays"
[1]. The technique uses visual codes, which are shown on the large display, to offer an absolute
coordinate system instead of tagging individual objects.
The integration of the visual codes is possible in different ways. The simplest way would be
to integrate the visual codes directly onto the application’s design, but this might bug the user and
interfere with the overall optical impression. Another solution is to show the visual codes for a
short moment on the display the minute the users issues the mobile device to select an item. A
problem in this approach arises when offering a multi-user application. Other display technologies
will offer the possibility to add the visual codes in infrared. This makes them readable for the
camera but invisible to the human eye.
Figure 2.6 shows the user interaction with Point & Shoot. To select something the user is
supposed to aim the phone’s camera at the target on the large screen. At the same time the contents
of the aimed area appear on the mobile device’s display. Therefore the mobile phone acts as a
viewfinder. By pressing the mobile phone’s joystick one "shoots" a picture and therefore has made
the selection, which will also be shown on the display.

Figure 2.6: Interaction using Point & Shoot [1].
Generally the minimum requirement issuing a selection is to at least include one visual code
in the selected frame.
A huge advantage of this technology is the fact that perspective distortion, which can be caused
due to the mobility of the mobile device, does not cause any problems.
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Touch & Control
Touch & Control [30] is based on the REACHeS platform. This platform offers the possibility
to turn "any mobile terminal with internet access into a universal remote control" [30]. At first
REACHeS was combined with RFID-tags, which started the service. Touch & Control extends
this idea and aims on building a complete user interface using tags. Consequently the user interface
is not shown on a display but is incorporated in the physical environment surrounding the user.
Anyway the current status of the application is only shown on the mobile phone’s display.
The user interface is made out of a control panel with icons for each command, which are
enhanced with RFID-tags. Touching one of these icons and consequently one of those tags, a
command, more specified a HTTP request containing the target service, an event and some extra
data, is sent to the REACHeS platform. The sequence, which is carried out by the platform in the
following is depicted in figure 2.7 (for more details see [30]).

Figure 2.7: The sequence diagram for REACHeS, which is triggered by touching a tag [30].
All this is hidden from the user. He experiences the tags like mechanical buttons and only sees
the results as for example a video being stopped.
Touch & Control is applied to a multi-media player by the developers in a prototype. Anyway
the technology can be applied to many use cases. A further positive effect is that the user interface
can be very easily personalized because it is not a hard coded software component. All that needs
to be changed is the graphical design of the control panel.
Collect & Drop
Collect & Drop [4] is described as "generic technique for multi-tag interaction, which supports the
collection, storage and management of information from the real world as well as its usage with
different services". The basic idea is to offer a framework, which provides the possibility to reuse
tags and collected information throughout many different applications and services. Therefore
Collect & Drop suggests the distinction of two different tags. Action Items and Data Items. Figure
2.8 show a user interacting with an application, which uses Collect & Drop.
An Action Item is used to define a service or an application, meaning it contains information,
which is needed for its execution e.g. the reference, interaction protocol or which parameters need
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Figure 2.8: A user interacting with the poster of an application, which uses Collect & Drop [4].
to be provided.
Data Items consist of the actual parameter information, which is needed by the different applications.
Technically those Data and Action Items, which are collected, are stored in so-called Collections on the mobile phone itself. Those Collections are intended to put all items in an organized
structure and are responsible for the invocation of a service, which was beforehand described in
an acquired Action Item.
The interface of the Collect & Drop client contains four elements: Collection List (with all
collections), Item List (which gives an overview of all existing items in one collection, ordered
in the two groups Action or Data Items), Action Execution Screen (which asks for confirmation
about any action the user wants to perform), and Action Specific Screen (shown after selecting
"Execute" on the previous screen, technically the interface control is given to the respective action
component and therefore this new component is responsible for the screen presentation and can
show its own interface and control commands).
Concerning the actual tags, which are used for the real interaction, there are two different tags
to consider. Firstly there are Hybrid Tags. They combine both, Action and Data Items on one
tag. The reason for this mesh up is to make the interaction easier for the user because there is no
need to know what kind of tag this actually is and so they cannot be confused. Secondly there
are Drop Tags. Drop Tags are only associated with Action Items and they have to be explicitly
touched to trigger an action. An extension of the simple Drop Tag is the Quick Drop Tag. It
provides a short cut to a service because it already contains all Action and Data Items for one
service. User studies showed that Hybrid Tags are preferred due to simplicity, speed, intuitiveness
and comprehensibility.
Furthermore cross-object-interaction is supported. E.g. a Data Item from the city guide poster
could be reused with the public transportation poster to get a ticket exactly to the desired point of
interest. This interaction technique is quick due to the fact that Data Items are already stored on
the mobile device and there is no need to collect them again.
Touch & Interact
Touch & Interact [14] [15] is an advanced physical mobile interaction technique, which resembles
interaction with touch screens. The idea arose due to the fact that large displays have been very
much improved in the last years. Their size is bigger, the resolution is higher and they are not
as expensive as they used to be. Such screens can either be passive or active. A paper map can
serve as passive screen whereas public screens or remote PCs are active screens. Touch & Interact
itself is intended for dynamic displays and direct manipulation on them. In other words the mobile
device is replacing the stylus and the dynamic display is replacing the PDA. Therefore the problem
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with the limited visual output of a mobile device is overcome. The display of the mobile device
offers additional information and help, which is displayed when hovering tags. Furthermore haptic
feedback informs the user that there is something new on his phone’s display. Moreover audio
feedback is used to alert the user in case an error occurs.
By touching the dynamic display with the mobile phone on any position, a link between those
two is established and a selection is performed. Two different selections are possible. Select &
Pick, as in figure 2.9, means touching e.g. a picture with the mobile device and the picture is
picked up and stored on the mobile device. This interaction is very intuitive due to the fact that
one is used to this kind of behavior from every day life. The inverse selection technique is Select
& Drop, shown in figure 2.10. In this example the user can drop a picture on a screen by touching
the screen on the destined location.

Figure 2.9: Select & Pick using Touch & Interact [14].

Figure 2.10: Select & Drop using Touch & Interact [14].
A prototype was implemented, which all in all supports seven generic interactions: Hovering
offers the possibility to bring the mobile device close to a tag and by doing so the mobile device
displays additional information on the mobile device’s display itself. As already stated there are
basically two selection options. Those two have been expanded in the prototype. Select & Pick is
realized as basic selection technique by pressing a specified key on the mobile phone’s keypad to
select a tag as well as Multi-Selection where more than one tag can be selected by holding the key
the whole time. Another approach is Polygon-Select where the user can select points by holding
a specified key and after releasing the key all tags, which are inside the selected area, are picked
up. Pick-and-Drop puts an item, which was stored on the mobile device, on the dynamic display.
Beside that, Remote Clear is implemented, which deselects all tags, which are selected right now
remotely, which also helps to reduce fatigue that easily arises using pointing interactions. The
last basic interaction is the Context Menu. It is displayed on the phone and by using the phone’s
keypad different options can be selected. Therefore the main screen is not cluttered and users are
already used to interaction with menus like that.
All in all the big advantage of Touch & Interact is the combination of the mobile device and the
dynamic display. Although mobile devices are often said to be a problem due to small screen size
and uncomfortable input modalities they can also enrich the dynamic display due to the fact, that
they offer many different possibilities for input like joystick or buttons and their output modalities
can be used for haptic or audio feedback. Furthermore sensible data can be stored on the mobile
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device alongside contextual data. Moreover it can be used to make multi user access possible
by phone identification. Also access privileges and billing can be realized with the help of the
connection between user, mobile phone and dynamic display.
Anyway one big disadvantage is the low input resolution. E.g. using this technology for a map
with different points of interest, it is very likely to happen that there is more than one marker in
the range of one single tag. In the implemented prototype this problem was solved by enlarging
one tag into nine tags and therefore selection was possible with the normal approach, but other
solutions are possible. For example after selecting a tag with more than one point of interest a key
on the mobile device could be used to scroll through all possibilities and select the desired one. It
depends on the number of markers hidden behind one single tag if this approach’s performance is
bearable. Another idea is to divide the tag hypothetically in nine areas, which are mapped with the
keypad of the mobile phone and each area can be accessed by pressing the corresponding number
on the mobile device.
Besides the described Touch & Interact technology, there are other possibilities to realize this
interaction. One could combine a traditional touchscreen and a mobile phone or a conventional
display could be controlled remotely by a mobile device. Comparative studies showed that Touch
& Interact performs much faster than the other two options. Furthermore users rated Touch &
Interact higher concerning ease of use, intuitiveness and enjoyment.
All in all Touch & Interact can be applied to many use cases. Possible scenarios are interaction with shop windows, vending machines, maps, public displays, interactive surfaces or other
information displays.

2.3

Classification of Physical Mobile Applications

Physical mobile interaction can be applied to many areas. Typical application ranges are for
example reading URLs from visual markers, mobile payment with the help of NFC, mobile advertisement via Bluetooth or other more complex 2-way interactions e.g. with an airport check-in
terminal [16].
In the following the most important areas of physical mobile interaction are named and briefly
explained.
2.3.1

Presentation of Information

The most basic physical mobile interaction is to read information from a tag, which is located a on
physical object and therefore provides more knowledge about this object [16]. The user himself
decides what he wants to do with the acquired information considering the available options.
Usually these kind of tags can be found on posters, leaflets, museum guides or any kind of
information point.
Users themselves report this interaction technique to be fast, simple, direct, and interesting.
They state that they would use it to acquire information and consider it to be positive that they do
not need to search the internet to get the particular information.
2.3.2

Physical Hyperlinks

NFC-tags or any other tags can also act as physical hyperlinks [16], meaning they offer a shortcut
to a service or application and therefore minimize interaction complexity e.g. opening a link in a
web browser or calling a phone number after touching a tag. This strongly helps to enforce one of
the main goals of physical mobile interaction: simplicity.
Considering the technical implementation of NFC and physical hyperlinks this can be done
via the so called push registry. Users call this interaction style fast, simple and handy.
In [11] a slightly different categorization is applied, which combines physical hyperlinks and
the presentation of information in one single category. Barcode scanner are named as metaphor,
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which - like physical hyperlinks or tags containing any other information - only support 1-way
communication to access additional information.
2.3.3

Tagging

Tagging [16] means to actually write information on physical objects respectively on their tag.
But actually it is problematic that mobile devices offer more options to read tags than to write on
them. Hence tagging mainly focuses on RFID- or NFC-tags and geo-tagging.
Users call tagging to be simple, time saving and error reducing. They would be willing to use
it to provide information for other users. Furthermore they argued for autocompletion because it
makes the input a lot faster but they want to keep the possibility to edit the suggested data.
2.3.4

Broadcasting

In contrast to the previously mentioned application areas, broadcasting actively pushes information
to the client [16]. This can be done with technologies like for example Bluetooth or active RFIDtags. Additionally this technology has to be activated on the mobile device. But even though users
have to explicitly start the technology it could easily happen that they do feel spammed by the
application. One possibility to prevent this, is to filter the information according to a previously
supplied personal profile or preference. This technology is typically used by information points or
mobile advertisement.
Asking users about this application area they emphasized their fear of being spammed but
acknowledged that they might receive helpful, interesting and valuable information.
2.3.5

Tag Emulation

Another possibility for a mobile device is to act as tag itself [16]. This is supported by the NFC
technology, which offers the possibility for devices to be passive and to be readable by active readers. Typical applications, using this technology, are smart cards used for identification, ticketing,
access control and payment.
Another possibility to acquire tag emulation is by showing a visual marker on the mobile
device’s screen, which can than be read by other devices.
All in all one can say that tag emulation is the complement to tagging, which requires the
user to actively write information in contrast to passively providing information for other active
readers.
Users considered tag emulation as comfortable and time saving but concerns were risen because of the possibility of the misuse of customer data.
[11] also states this application area and calls it "Verification for Services". Their metaphor is
a paper ticket or - considering payment - a credit card.
2.3.6

2-Way Interaction

The previously mentioned use cases emphasize the simplicity of physical mobile interaction.
There are only two possibilities. Either the information is provided or information is acquired
by the user and his mobile device. There is always only one single interaction step but more
complex tasks are actually imaginable, which include the execution of many steps in a row and
bidirectional communication with different smart objects [16]. This is called a 2-way interaction.
Possible examples are a check-in terminal at the airport or mobile payment, which can consist
of more than one step.
Users stated it to be simple and mostly fast, because in contrast to normal desks there are
usually no waiting queues. On the other hand the missing human contact was also criticized.
Others just considered the interaction with multiple tags as laborious.
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The equivalent in [11] is "Peer-to-peer sharing" with the corresponding metaphor cable, which
is supposed to be similar to a NFC established connection. Furthermore there is a strong emphasize
on a certain goal when 2-way interaction is applied.
The previously mentioned Collect & Drop [5] technique also strongly hints at 2-way interaction with their division of tag into parameter- and action-tags, which supports the interaction
between several tags.

2.4

Usability Requirements

Different user studies pointed out some common problems users had while interacting with NFCtags. To minimize those problems and use the power of physical mobile interaction to its full
extent one should keep those in mind.
For many participants the initial point of the interaction was unclear [11]. Using a start-tag to
launch an application is a new interaction technique most users are not familiar with. Furthermore
the sequence of interaction as well as the exact state of the interaction is confusing for many
people, because tags usually do not force a strict order on the user, as for example a navigation
with "back" and "next" links. This could be solved by giving appropriate feedback on the mobile
device as well as on the fixed terminal if possible. These problems go hand in hand with the fact
that people have problems building a mental model for this kind of interaction [2].
The usage of tags is not really clear to many people. Are they supposed to hover, slide, wave
or press the mobile device on the tag [22]? Some hold the mobile device longer near the tag than
actually necessary or asume they have to keep the mobile device there the whole time [5].
Furthermore some people feel embarrassed or awkward by touching a tag and therefore waving
their mobile device through the air [2]. They have the feeling of drawing too much attention on
them.
Generally security was a concern of many users. Especially the "always on" status of the
reader made some users feel uneasy [22]. Information, which data is transmitted or stored, would
probably help the users to feel more comfortabel.
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Analysis

In the previous chapter, dealing with the evaluation of related work, one can clearly see that up to
now the focus has been strongly on single-tag interaction. Concerning single-tag interaction [16]
as well as [11] already gave a classification of the different application areas, which have been
summarized in section 2.3.
Anyway there do exist some approaches dealing with multi-tag interaction, as already stated in
2.2.2. Having a closer look at those, one can derive some characteristics for multi-tag interaction.
In general multi-tag interaction is "physical mobile interaction with multiple tags that are
targeted at the same interaction process" [4]. Those tags can be spread on one single smart object or
on many different ones. In all multi-tag interaction application areas, parts of the mobile interface
are transfered to a physical interface, to ease the overall interaction process and overcome the
shortcomings, like small displays and cumbersome input possibilities, of mobile phones.
In the following a classification of different application areas for multi-tag interaction is presented. Four different categories can be extracted: navigation, selection, combination of information and mapping.

3.1

Navigation

SmartTouch and their "Restaurant Pannu" example [32] is a classical multi-tag approach, which
uses tags to offer navigation. As figure 3.1 shows the user can order his meal by touching different
tags. In doing so jumps to different categories to order the desired food from.

Figure 3.1: The SmartTouch application "Restaurant Pannu", which makes use of tags for navigation [32].
Another application offering navigation is presented in [26], which shows a visual code menu.
Although of course there is a difference in using visual codes compared to the NFC technology.
No matter if using visual codes or NFC, one can use tags to structure an application and therefore
having different entry points for an application by offering different tags. After having jumped
to the desired part of the application, any further interaction will be carried out on the mobile
interface.
The big advantage of using tags for navigation is that the user does not need to click through a
long structure of "next" and "back" buttons or use the tiny options menu, which mobile applications
normally provide. Furthermore there is no real possibility to give some information for each
category on the mobile device, whereas this can be easily placed on a tag-enhanced poster and the
user can therefore decide more easily, which category is the right choice for his task.
Generally navigation is an interaction specific example for multi-tag interaction, meaning the
implementation does not depend on each individual application, but will have a very similar realization in every use case.
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"Selection" is already implemented in the prototype "mobile interaction with advertisement
posters" of [6]. A poster enhanced with some tags has been created, as shown in figure 3.2,
which offers the possibility to buy tickets for a movie. During the ordering process the user will
have to choose his movie of choice, the desired cinema, the number of seats and the preferred time
slot, all by touching the corresponding tags on the poster.

Figure 3.2: The movie ticket poster, which offers the possibility to select the movie, the cinema,
the number of seats as well as the preferred time slot [6].
A prototype, which was used to implement Touch & Interact [14] [15], made use of a 10x10
mesh of tags, which supported selection. Users could move their mobile device over the mesh and
select different items, which were presented on the overlaying poster or some kind of dynamic
projection. In this case one prototype was a picture board where users could upload or download
pictures onto their mobile device, another one was a tourist guide application using a tag-enhanced
map.
Another approach using multi-tag interaction for a selection process is presented in [12]. The
NFC technology is incorporated in the meal delivery of a home care service. Each day the user is
supposed to touch one of three tags, choosing between two menu options or the option "no meal".
Their choice is automatically transferred to the home care service and they will receive the food
they ordered.
Making use of tag supported selection, the navigation through the application is carried out on
the mobile device itself, whereas the selection is done by touching the desired tags on the physical
interface.
Compared to the classical approach, where the user probably needs to scroll through a long list
of items on the mobile device’s screen, the user can select his choice by touching a tag on a poster.
Of course the ease of selecting an item on a mobile interface on the mobile device’s screen hugely
depends on the way the selection is presented and implemented but in general a tag-enhanced
poster might give a better overview than a list on a mobile device. It offers the possibility to show
additional information to each item, like a picture or textual information.
All in all, "Selection" is considered to be an interaction specific example for multi-tag interaction.
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Combination of Information

The prototype described in [25] consists of a paper map, which is enhanced with tags and has an
additional menu on paper (see figure 3.3). In the associated user study the participants were asked
to find out, which coffee shops are in a certain pedestrian area. This was supposed to be achieved
by selecting "food and entertainment" from the tag-enhanced paper menu and afterwards selecting
the area. Consequently both information, acquired with the help of two different tags, the category
and the area, were combined to select the desired items.

Figure 3.3: The map of Halifax and the additional menu, which offer the possibility to combine
information [25].

Collect & Drop [4], which was explained in more detail in 2.2.2, is a very good example for
the pattern "Combination of Information". The idea behind Collect & Drop is the introduction of
Action Items and Data Items, which can be combined. This idea has been evaluated with three
applications: A movie tickets poster, a transportation tickets poster and a Munich city guide poster.
In every scenario different kind of information is combined e.g. using the transportation tickets
poster, one has to select the departure zone and the destination zone, the duration of the journey as
well as the number of passengers. All this collected information has to be dropped afterwards on
the dedicated drop tag and a ticket is acquired.
Compared to an application, which only uses the mobile device itself, the presentation of the
different options on a poster, which can be combined, offers the user a better overview. Just with
a short glance he can detect how many and which options are available.
Furthermore, the idea of combining different tags with different information after their collection strongly reduces the number of needed tags. E.g. in analogy to the transportation ticket poster
of [4], the user has to choose from seven departure zones, seven destination zones, six different
options for the duration of the journey and four different numbers of passengers, which makes a
total of 24 tags. In contrast, if combination of tags is not possible, every combination would have
to be presented on a separate tag, which would result in 1176 different tags, which is an absurd
idea.
Generally two different types of combination are possible. One can combine different information from the same type as in the transportation ticket example, or one can combine information
from different types e.g. the example presented in [25] where on the one hand items are chosen by
selecting a certain area and those items are combined with a second tag, which acts as a filter, and
only choses the coffee shops from the previous selection.
All in all "Combination of Information" is an application specific example, meaning that the
actual implementation strongly depends on the application’s functionality and design.
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Already many applications based on physical mobile interaction use mobile devices to interact
with smart objects. By touching them they often also are able to control those devices but this is
mostly based on interaction with one single tag and an application on the mobile device, which
is triggered by the tag. [27] uses this technique in their prototype "mobile interaction in smart
environments" for devices, which do not offer any user interface themselves.
In [29] the REACHeS Framework is presented, which aims at mobile devices controlling
multimedia players. Using this framework the user has a set of NFC-tags and can start services
with the help of these tags e.g. starting a multimedia file in a player. Further input can then be
done with the help of the mobile phone’s keypad. Moreover the mobile phone’s display is used
to provide the user feedback and shows, which actions are currently possible. For example when
controlling a multimedia player, the available options like stop, play, fast forward or rewind are
shown on the display as buttons and the user can move between those buttons with the help of the
arrow keys of his keypad.
Going one step further, it would also be possible to offer more than one tag to control an
object. This is done with Touch & Control [30] where the interface for controlling the multimedia
player is mapped on a physical interface as shown in figure 3.4. Control buttons like play, stop, fast
forward and rewind are presented as NFC-tags and can be triggered by touching the corresponding
tag with the help of a mobile phone. Additionally the status of the player can always be checked
on the mobile phone’s display.

Figure 3.4: A tag-enhanced multimedia player control panel [30].
Summing up, "Mapping" means to map interaction elements or widgets of an application oneto-one on a physical interface. Advantages are that the user has a graphical representation, which
input is probably easier to handle, than controlling the "buttons" via the mobile device’s keypad.
Once again "Mapping" is an application specific approach. Depending hugely on the application, the mapped physical interface will be designed totally different.
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1st User Study: Navigation and Selection

In the following, a first prototype is designed, developed and implemented. The goal of this first
prototype is to evaluate, which distribution of tags is preferred by the user. Different interaction
elements are used to compare and find out, which one works best for the presented tasks and in
which way, as mobile interface or physical interface.
In reference to the previous mentioned classification for multi-tag interaction, the categories
"Navigation" and "Selection" are evaluated. The users are asked whether they favor to accomplish
the tasks in a traditional way, meaning having to input everything with the help of the mobile
phone’s keypad or do they prefer to interact with an NFC augmented menu or even a combination
of both. And in case of the latter, which steps do they want to execute directly on their mobile
device and in which cases do they favor physical interaction.

4.1

Basic Use Case

The basic use case consists of a subject being in a restaurant "Osteria Italiana" and wanting to
order his food with the help of his mobile phone. The mobile phone, which is supposed to be
used to carry out the tasks, is equipped with a NFC reader, in this case the Nokia 6131 NFC. In all
scenarios the user was asked to order four courses - appetizer, main course, dessert and drink.
The basic workflow is shown in 4.1. Having started the application the user sees a welcomescreen offering basic instructions about the application and its usage. Following, the user will
select his preferred meal and drink in the four offered categories. Having made the selection,
a summary is presented, which then is supposed to be submitted to complete the order. The
successful completion will be confirmed to the user.

Figure 4.1: The basic workflow of the task belonging to the first user study.
During the study four different prototypes, which will be explained in more detail later on, are
presented to the user to cover all possible combinations of navigation and selection distributed on
the mobile interface and the physical interface. Figure 4.2 depicts, which prototype covers which
combination. In this case, the multi-tag interaction category "Navigation" is mapped offering
"Next" and "Back" buttons on the mobile interface or tags are placed on the physical interface,
which lead to the different categories after touching.
The multi-tag interaction category "Selection" is represented by the different meals and drinks
the user has to choose from. They are either presented as lists with radio buttons on the mobile
interface or as tags on the tag-enhanced menu.
Furthermore there are four different scenarios differing in task and interface complexity. There
are two levels of task complexity. Either the user just has to order four courses or he has to
change his order before submitting, pretending to have changed his opinion and wanting to order
something different. Interface complexity likewise has two levels. Either the list of options to
order from consists of seven items or it consists of fourteen items.
In the following the four prototypes will be explained in more detail.
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Figure 4.2: Covering all possible combinations of "Navigation" and "Selection" distributed on the
mobile application and the physical interface.
4.1.1

Single-Tag Interaction

Figure 4.3 shows the tag-enhanced part of the first prototype. It just consists of one single tag,
which starts the application after being touched. Depending on the data encoded on the NFC-tag
either the application with low interface complexity - meaning the short list containing seven items
to choose from - or the high interface complexity - meaning the long list containing fourteen items
to choose from - is launched.

Figure 4.3: The tag-enhanced poster for Single-Tag Interaction consisting of one single tag, which
starts the application.
Figure 4.4 shows screens of the mobile application belonging to Single-Tag Interaction. Once
the application is started with the help of the NFC-tag, the user is presented the start screen (a)
with basic instructions concerning the application. In this case the user can browse through the
four different courses by using the left and right soft keys labeled with "next" and "back". To
select the meal of his choice, lists with all possible options are presented for each course. Screen
(b) in figure 4.4 shows both interface complexities, on the top low interface complexity with seven
options and on the bottom high interface complexity with fourteen options, which also means that
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not all options can be viewed on one screen and the user has to scroll to get a complete overview.
Once the user has selected his choice for all four courses, he is presented the summary (c). In case
the user wants to change one or more of his choices he can still go back by pressing back. Once
the user is satisfied with his choice he can send his order by pressing "Submit". Consequently a
confirmation is shown (d) and the order is completed.

Figure 4.4: The mobile application belonging to Single-Tag Interaction.

4.1.2

Multi-Tag Interaction #1

Figure 4.5 shows the tag-enhanced part of the second prototype. This prototype makes use of
multi-tag-interaction and offers six tags. With help of the first tag, the application is started.
Corresponding to the prototype for Single-Tag Interaction, depending on the data encoded on the
NFC-tag behind the symbol, either the application with low interface complexity (seven choices)
or the one with high complexity (fourteen choices) will be opened.
Once the application is started, the user will be presented the first screen (a) shown in figure
4.6. Once again the start screen gives a short instruction about the usage. In this case the user
is asked to touch further tags to order. By touching one of the four tags - "Choose Appetizer",
"Choose Main Course", "Choose Dessert" or "Choose Drinks" - the user will be presented a list
of different options for the selected category (b). After having selected one option and having
pressed "Ok" on the left soft key the user is presented the summary (c) showing all already chosen
options. The categories, which are not chosen yet, are left blank. By touching another one of the
category tags, the user can progress his selection. In this prototype the order is not predetermined
meaning the user can decide in which order he is touching the category tags and therefore in which
order he selects the different courses. Being content with one’s selection the user has to touch the
submit-tag to send his order and after successfully sending he will be presented a confirmation (d).
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Figure 4.5: Multi-Tag Interaction #1 consisting of six tags. One start- and one submit-tag and four
tags for each category.

Figure 4.6: The mobile application belonging to Multi-Tag Interaction #1.
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Multi-Tag Interaction #2

Figure 4.7 and figure 4.8 show the menu for the third prototype. Depending on the complexity of
the interface either figure 4.7 - supporting low complexity (seven choices per category) - or 4.8
- supporting high complexity (fourteen choices per category) - are presented to the user. In both
cases all meals are represented by a NFC-tag and can therefore be directly selected by touching
the corresponding NFC-tag. Multi-Tag Interaction #2 differs in the way the application is started.
While all other prototypes are evoked by touching a special NFC-tag this prototype requires the
user to start the application by going through the menu on his mobile phone.

Figure 4.7: NFC-enhanced menu of Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with low interface complexity.

After the application is started the user is presented the first screen (figure 4.9 a), which gives
him a short introduction about the usage. In this prototype the wizard pattern is implemented
meaning the user has to select the food in the given order starting with an appetizer followed by
a main course, a dessert and finally a drink. The application will guide him through this process
by directly telling him, which course he has to select next (b). After each selection the summary
is shown with all already selected categories. After having selected all four courses once again
the summary (c) is presented and if necessary the user can press the left soft key to enter the
correction-mode, which is the only possibility to change already selected meals in this prototype.
Having pressed "Correction" the user does not have to follow any order and can change his choices
by touching the NFC-tags of the meal he actually wants to order (d). Being happy with one’s
selection the user has to press "Submit" (the right soft key of the summary screen) and he will be
presented a confirmation (e).
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Figure 4.8: NFC-enhanced menu of Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with high interface complexity.
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Figure 4.9: The mobile application belonging to Multi-Tag Interaction #2.
4.1.4

Multi-Tag Interaction #3

Figure 4.10 and figure 4.11 show the menu of the fourth prototype. Compared to Multi-Tag Interaction #2 it only differs in the two tags at the top of the menu to start the application and to
submit the order. Consequently using this prototype the user does not have to use the menu but
can once again directly access the application by touching the start-tag labeled "Start Order". Furthermore this prototype is not designed as a wizard like the previous one meaning the user can
select each meal in the order he wants to do this. Moreover corrections can be done all the time
just by touching a tag of a previously already selected category and the prior selected choice will
be automatically replaced. Having finished the selection the order will be submitted by touching
the corresponding tag with the label "Submit Order".
Like all other prototypes, the application starts with a short introduction on the start screen
as shown in figure 4.12 (a). Having read it and after pressing "Ok" the user will see a blank
summary (b), which will be filled with the selections while touching the NFC-tags. Once the user
has selected all four courses and he has touched the submit-tag on the menu a confirmation (c)
will be shown on the mobile device’s screen.

4.2

Implementation

To carry out the user study the prototype had to be implemented. The prototype consists of two
elements, the application on the mobile device and NFC-enhanced posters.
4.2.1

The Mobile Application

The mobile application is intended to run on the Nokia 6131 NFC (see figure 4.13), therefore
development was realized using the Nokia 6131 NFC SDK 1.1 [20] [21] plugin for Eclipse [33].
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Figure 4.10: NFC-enhanced menu of Multi-Tag Interaction #3 with low interface complexity.
Implementation was done using J4ME [7], short for "Java For Me", which is an extension to
the Java Platform Micro Edition (Java ME). The main focus of J4ME is on the graphical aspect
of a mobile application, therefore the basic features of this mobile application are realized using
Java ME, which of course incorporates the positive features of Java being platform independent
and therefore running on nearly every mobile device, which is available today. Anyhow this also
leads to certain problems. Java ME and its user interface framework LCDUI does not support a lot
of possibilities to change the appearance of a mobile application but offers the possibility to adapt
the look and feel of the device the application is running on.
In this special case that means that one is not free to assign the labels and functions to soft
keys the way one wants them to be. Using the Nokia 6131 NFC the consequence is that as soon
as the left soft key offers any functionality a submenu with the label "Options" is created even if
there is only one single option available, which could be easily placed on the left soft key itself
like it was done in the first prototype (see figure 4.4) with the label "Back".
J4ME
J4ME, according to the projects website [7] itself "is a library for quickly building professional
J2ME applications". It is an open source project licensed under the Apache 2.0 License, which
allows to modify and use the code in any possible way. Since November 2007 and its initial
version there were three major new releases.
In this prototype a trimmed-down version of the original J4ME was used. This was due to the
fact that J4ME supports GPS but the Nokia 6131 NFC SDK emulator as well as the mobile device
itself do not support this. So all classes belonging to the GPS support have been deleted from the
J4ME package. Furthermore this also contributes to the goal to offer a lightweight application for
the mobile phone, which does not contain any unnecessary code.
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Figure 4.11: NFC-enhanced menu of Multi-Tag Interaction #3 with high interface complexity.
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Figure 4.12: The mobile application belonging to Multi-Tag Interaction #3.

Figure 4.13: The Nokia 6131 NFC. One of the rare NFC supporting mobile devices [8].

To use J4ME in one’s application, J4ME has to be added to the build path of the particular
project.
As already mentioned, J4ME was used for the graphical user interface. Without going into too
much technical detail the user interface gets added to the application by initializing the UIManager
and stating, which screen should be displayed first. Each screen itself is an own java class containing all graphical information about the screen as well as the labels for the soft keys and their
functionality.
Another adaption of the basic J4ME framework was necessary because of the radio buttons,
which are used in the prototypes for Single-Tag Interaction and Multi-Tag Interaction #1 for the
lists to select one’s preferred meal from. The standard implementation of radio buttons in J4ME
is quite uncommon. The API of J4ME states "Traditionally radio buttons are displayed next to
each other in a box. This component forgoes that model to save screen space. Instead the selected
option is displayed. If the user pressed a button while the component is highlighted it takes them
to a screen, similar to a menu, where the user can choose a different value". This behavior is
depicted in figure 4.14.
While there is some eligibility for the special implementation, in this application the usual and
already known behavior of radio buttons should be used to avoid confusion and more cognitive
work from the user. To achieve that the already implemented checkboxes have been overwritten
and have been added the functionality of radio buttons meaning only one at a time can be selected
and after selecting a checkbox the previously selected one will be deselected.
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Figure 4.14: The rather uncommon but standard behavior of radio buttons using J4ME.
Near Field Communication
Besides having a pleasing and usability friendly user interface the NFC technology [20] has to
be incorporated into the application. Having imported javax.microedition.contactless the
DiscoveryManager and a TargetListener for each targetType, which should be supported,
have to be implemented. Furthermore a NDEFRecordListener should be added to the code.
The
TargetListener,
after
having
touched
the
first
tag,
calls
targetDetected(TargetProperties[] properties) and by that a NDEFTagConnection
is established, which supports the reading and writing of data from and to NFC-tags. Data on
NFC-tags is stored as NDEFMessage, which itself contains NDEFRecords.
Whenever the NDEFRecordListener detects a NDEF record the method
recordDetected(NDEFMessage ndefMessage) is called, which contains instructions on
how to handle the tag. E.g. in this prototype the method reads the payload, meaning the stored
text of the tag, and depending on the text, the application knows whether an appetizer, main
course, dessert or drink tag was touched and which exact meal or drink from the corresponding
category was chosen and saves the choice.
Furthermore the prototype makes use of the MIDP 2.0 PushRegistry, meaning the application
registers to be able to start via the touch of a tag. To register an application the record type format
and the record type name has to be provided. At the first start up of the application the user has
to accept the registration. Afterwards the application is ready to be started by a NFC-tag, which
contains the correct record type and name.
4.2.2

The NFC-Enhanced Poster

Besides the NFC support by the application the NFC-tags itself have to be prepared.
Sticky Mifare Standard 1k NFC-tags (see figure 4.15) were used to enhance the posters, which
can be seen in several figures above in section 4.1. Behind every NFC-symbol a tag was hidden.

Figure 4.15: On the left the NFC-symbol indicating that it covers a Mifare Standard 1k NFC-tag
as seen on the right.
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Basically there are two different tags concerning the content of the tag: start-tags and
"normal"-tags.
The start-tag contains information to start the application with the help of the PushRegistry.
Each application has a record format and a unique name, which both are stored on the NFC-tag to
reference the application.
A "normal"-tag just contains plain text, which is stored in the so-called payload. In these
prototypes the convention is to first state the number of the prototype followed by an underscore
followed by the category followed by a hyphen and finally the meal that was chosen. E.g. the
tag, which refers to the third prototype and is used to order "Pizza Funghi" contains the text
"3_maincourse-Pizza Funghi". Furthermore there are submit-tags which contain the keyword
"submit" instead of one of the four categories.

4.3

User Study Design

The aim of the user study is to identify to which extent the users enjoy using multi-tag interaction
and which prototype offers the best performance concerning execution time, errors and attention
shifts.
4.3.1

Experimental Design

Before the conduction of the user study some thoughts concerning the design of the study have to
be taken into account.
Hypotheses
Following hypotheses have been established beforehand to be tested, to be confirmed or to be
confuted.
• H1: Single-Tag Interaction is slower compared to all designs using multi-tag interaction,
causes more errors, but less attention shifts.
• H2: Performance regarding task completion time and number of errors improves from
single-tag interaction to multi-tag interaction in the following order: Single-Tag Interaction (just one start-tag), Multi-Tag Interaction #1 (categories as tags), Multi-Tag Interaction
#2 (the wizard), Multi-Tag Interaction #3 (all steps were achieved by interaction with the
poster), but the number of attention shifts increases.
• H3: The differences between the performances of these designs are emphasized for tasks
with more complex interfaces and complex tasks.
• H4: Guided interaction is less effective than arbitrary interaction design.
• H5: The usage of the PushRegistry distinctly improves usability of the application.
Independent Variables
During the user study three independent variables are tested: design, interface complexity and task
complexity.
The independent variable design has four levels, meaning the different prototypes, Single-Tag
Interaction, Multi-Tag Interaction #1, Multi-Tag Interaction #2 and Multi-Tag Interaction #3, as
depicted in section 4.1.
Interface complexity has two levels, the short list containing seven items to choose from and
the long list containing fourteen items to choose from. Interface complexity was implemented for
all four prototypes. The first two prototypes, Single-Tag Interaction and Multi-Tag Interaction #1,
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handle those items as lists on the mobile device. Depending on the complexity, the list cannot be
displayed on one single screen but the user has to scroll to see all items. Concerning Multi-Tag
Interaction #2 and Multi-Tag Interaction #3 all items are placed on the paper menu, which is put
in front of the user. The menu with low interface complexity, containing seven items, is DIN A3
sized while the menu with the high interface complexity, containing fourteen items, is DIN A2
sized.
Task complexity consists of two levels, the simple task execution and the task execution with
two changes. Depending on the interface complexity the subjects are asked to choose different
meals.
The following four task descriptions are handed to the subjects to accomplish.
1. Low interface complexity and low task complexity:
You are at the Italian restaurant "Osteria Italiana" and you want to use your mobile
phone to order your food and drink.
You are ordering:
• Appetizer: Panini alla Mozarella
• Main course: Pizza Funghi
• Dessert: Profiterol
• Drink: Orange Juice
2. Low interface complexity and high task complexity:
You are at the Italian restaurant "Osteria Italiana" and you want to use your mobile
phone to order your food and drink.
You are ordering:
• Appetizer: Carpaccio
• Main course: Canneloni
• Dessert: Apple Pie
• Drink: Hot Chocolate
3. High interface complexity and low task complexity:
You are at the Italian restaurant "Osteria Italiana" and you want to use your mobile
phone to order your food and drink.
You are ordering:
• Appetizer: Panini alla Mozarella
• Main course: Pizza Funghi
• Dessert: Profiterol
• Drink: Orange Juice
Before you submit your order you decide that you would rather prefer Spaghetti Bolognese
instead of Pizza Funghi as main course and Tiramisu instead of Profiterol as dessert. You
are changing your order accordingly.
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4. High interface complexity and high task complexity:
You are at the Italian restaurant "Osteria Italiana" and you want to use your mobile
phone to order your food and drink.
You are ordering:
• Appetizer: Carpaccio
• Main course: Canneloni
• Dessert: Apple Pie
• Drink: Hot Chocolate
Before you submit your order you decide that you would rather prefer Risotto ai Funghi
instead of Canneloni as main course and Hazelnut Icecream instead of Apple Pie as dessert.
You are changing your order accordingly.
Dependent Variables
Furthermore the following dependent variables are measured: task execution time, number and
kind of errors and number of attention shifts.
To measure task execution time a timer is implemented in all applications, which records the
time in milliseconds from the start of the application to the submission of the order. The execution
time for each task by each user is stored in the RecordStore of the midlet and therefore can easily be
read out by the investigator. Additionally the time, which is needed to start Multi-Tag Interaction
#2, the only prototype that is not evoked with the help of the PushRegistry but by navigation
through the mobile phones device, has to be measured separately. Each participant is asked for the
permission to record the user study on tape. The time to open the application is stopped afterwards
via video analysis and added to the value, which is recorded by the application itself.
The number and kind of errors are already documented by the investigator during conduction
of the study. With the help of video analysis the already existing notes are adjusted and refined.
Like the error analysis the analysis of the number of attention shifts is done via video analysis.
Each macro attention shift between the mobile device and the tag-enhanced menu is counted.
Latin Square
The user study is conducted with the help of a within-subjects respectively repeated measures
experimental design [10]. This means all subjects will perform every condition. One big benefit
of repeated measure is that one eliminates random noise, which could arise if using different
people for the different conditions, who of course have different skills. This could also reduce
the variation in the results and only show variation that is directly caused by the change of the
independent variables. This makes the repeated measure design more sensitive, meaning that
effects, depending on the independent variables, will be more likely to be detected.
Anyway there are also problems occurring with repeated measure designs, which should not
be ignored. To begin with, the subjects might answer slightly different even if the manipulations
of the independent variables might not affect them. To overcome this problem the main focus of
the evaluation is set on quantitative data, which has been recorded like execution time or errors.
But besides that of course also "soft data" in form of a questionnaire, which asks for the rating
of the users on several questions is collected. Furthermore to avoid learning effects or other side
effects like weariness, the different conditions were counterbalanced using a latin square design.
The big advantage of the latin square design, in contrast to straight forward counterbalancing, is
that one significantly reduces the number of participants, which are needed to be relatively sure
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that no ordering effects do affect the results. While designing the latin square for this experiment
one has to keep in mind that in this case one has to deal with a multivariate design consisting of
three independent variables.
The two independent variables, interface complexity and task complexity, both only have to
levels. But by combining those two independent variables one gets four different tasks as already
depicted before: Low interface complexity and low task complexity, low interface complexity
and high task complexity, high interface complexity and low task complexity and high interface
complexity and high task complexity. The third independent variable, design, contains four levels
itself: Single-Tag Interaction, Multi-Tag Interaction #1, Multi-Tag Interaction #2 and Multi-Tag
Interaction #3. Therefore two latin square designs, consisting each of four levels, have to be
combined in this case. Figure 4.16 depicts the latin square for the design, whereas figure 4.17
shows the latin square for the combination of interface and task complexity.

Figure 4.16: Latin square for the independent variable design.

Figure 4.17: Latin square for the combination of the independent variables interface complexity
and task complexity.
Combining those two latin squares no participant will get the exact same order as another
participant. Figure 4.18 shows the actual list of tasks for the first participant. In this case the
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participant starts with Single-Tag Interaction and carries out all four tasks, low interface and low
task complexity, low interface and high task complexity and so on with this prototype. Afterwards
the subject has to carry out all four tasks with the prototype for Multi-Tag Interaction #1.

Figure 4.18: Table of tasks for the first participant.

4.3.2

Conducting the User Study

The actual study is conducted using sixteen participants. This number of participants is derived
from the latin square design. This way each possible order of design, interface complexity and
task complexity is tested.
After having been given basic instructions about the user study and getting the permission to
record the task on video the subject is asked to fill out a questionnaire (see appendix) about their
demographics and their technical background and technical knowledge.
Afterwards all four prototypes are presented to the user one after another. The order depends
on the latin square but for each prototype the general procedure is the same. The subject gets a
short introduction to the prototype. At first he is introduced to the overall usage of NFC-tags and
the mobile device. Moreover a trial order is executed so the subject knows every interaction, which
he will need to perform during the given tasks like how to order, how to change one’s order and
how to submit it. Before going on with the execution of the tasks the subject is asked whether he
understood how the prototype worked. This is done to simulate a user, who is already experienced
with the technology itself and the prototype. Afterwards the four tasks depending on interface and
task complexity are executed by the subject.
Having finished all four tasks the user is asked to answer the standardized IBM "Computer
System Usability Questionnaire" [24]. The questionnaire is configured to offer a Likert scale with
seven levels to answer each question. Furthermore the option to leave comments for each question
is given and in the end there is the possibility to state up to three positive and three negative aspects
of the previously used prototype (see appendix).
This procedure will be repeated until all four prototypes are tested by the subject. Afterwards
the user is asked to fill out the closing questionnaire (see appendix), which asks him to compare
the four presented prototypes, which interaction he prefers to carry out with the mobile interface
and which ones on the tag-enhanced poster and which overall problems occurred while ordering
the food with the help of the four prototypes.
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Figure 4.19 gives some impressions of the conduction of the user study.

Figure 4.19: Conducting the user study. Subject scrolling through the lists on the mobile device,
interacting with the tag-enhanced poster, using the PushRegistry to launch the application and
filling out the IBM questionnaire.

4.4

Evaluation of the User Study

Having collected all this data, it was evaluated using SPSS [9]. Especially all data concerning the
dependent variables execution time, attention shifts and errors were given a closer look. To analyze the normal distribution the Kolmogorov-Smirnov was used. Furthermore a repeated measure
Anova for several independent variables was applied.
4.4.1

Demographics and Technical Background

At first some information on the demographics of the subjects. All in all sixteen people were
tested, nine male and seven female. The average age is 25,1 and most of the participants have
a background in computer science (informatics, media informatics, bio informatics) but also one
student of ethnology and one student of biochemistry took part.
All participants own a mobile phone for an average of 7,9 years. They rated their experience
with mobile devices on a Likert scale from one to five with 3,8. Their overall technical knowledge
was rated very high with 4,5. This can be explained with the fact that nearly all of the participants
work in the field of computer science. Most of the participants (14) have heard of the RFID/NFC
technology but only four have already taken part in a user study concerning this technology.
4.4.2

Attention Shifts

Attention shifts are counted with the help of video analysis. Only macro attention shifts between
the mobile device and the tag-enhanced poster are counted.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test can only be applied to the attention shift data of Multi-Tag
Interaction #2 and Multi-Tag Interaction #3. This is due to the fact that for Single-Tag Interaction
and Multi-Tag Interaction #1 the number of attention shifts is constant throughout all participants,
which will be explained a little bit later.
Looking at the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for Multi-Tag Interaction #2 and MultiTag Interaction #3, the Tests of Normality show that all data is highly significant, meaning significance is below 0,05, and therefore the distribution is not normal. This is explained with the fact
that the interaction design already provides a rather strong guidance for the user, which results in
a very similar number of attention shifts throughout all participants.
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Taking a closer look on Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity one can only see that one cannot say
anything about the significance. This is due to the fact, that Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity can
only be applied to variables with more than two levels. Actually the variable design offers four
levels, but two of them show exactly the same number of attention shifts for each participants, and
therefore the standard deviation is zero, which only leaves two levels to look at, which, as stated,
is too less to perform the test.
Figure 4.20 shows the mean and standard deviation for every task and every prototype.

Figure 4.20: The mean and standard deviation of the attention shifts for all four prototypes and all
scenarios.
As one can see, using Single-Tag Interaction, only one attention shift (for all four scenarios:
m=1,00; sd=0,00) is executed by all participants. This is not surprising since there is only one tag
and after touching this tag the application is launched and all further interaction is executed only
on the mobile device itself. This does not change no matter if the task complexity - just a "normal
order" or changes of the choices in the end - or the interface complexity - seven our fourteen meals
to choose from - is varied.
Using Multi-Tag Interaction #1 there is also a constant number of attention shifts comparing
the attention shifts of different subjects. Interface complexity also does not influence the number
of attention shifts since the difference is just a longer list shown on the mobile device itself. But
there is a difference concerning task complexity. With low task complexity the user has to go
back and forth between the mobile device and the tag-enhanced poster for ten times (m=10,00;
sd=0,00) to touch the start-, category-, or submit-tag. Dealing with high task complexity, the
subject is asked to change and correct two categories, main course and dessert, this results in four
additional attention shifts resulting in a total of fourteen attention shifts (m=14,00, sd=0,00) for
both cases with high task complexity because the user has to touch two categories again on the
tag-enhanced poster.
In contrast to the previously mentioned two prototypes Multi-Tag Interaction #2 does not provide a constant number of attention shifts. This is due to the fact that the user does not necessarily
have to look at the mobile device between the selection of meals from each category. This can be
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done to check whether touching the NFC-tag has worked correctly, but many subjects did not do
this after each selection because they trusted the haptic feedback, also known as vibration, while
touching the tag. Anyway it can be observed that the number of attention shifts is not much affected by the interface complexity but by the task complexity. This is also confirmed by the Anova
test of within-subjects. The independent variable design and task complexity is significant (both
p<.001) whereas interface complexity is not significant. Attention shifts for low task complexity
combined with low interface complexity has a mean of 4,62 and a standard deviation of 2,89.
Very similar is low task complexity combined with high interface complexity with a mean of 5,00
and a standard deviation of 2,92. In contrast high task complexity combined with low interface
complexity has a mean of 8,31 and a standard deviation of 3,57 and finally high task complexity
combined with high interface complexity has a mean of 9,06 and a standard deviation of 2,67.
The last prototype Multi-Tag Interaction #3 shows a similar number of attention shifts as
Multi-Tag Interaction #2. They are even a little bit lower than the ones of the previous prototype
considering the scenarios with high task complexity. At first this is surprising because Multi-Tag
Interaction #3 adds two additional tags, the start- and the submit-tag, to the tag enhanced poster,
but the smaller number of attention shifts is due to the fact that correction can be done more easily
by just touching another tag at any point instead of pressing the left soft key labeled "Correction"
on the mobile device to switch to the correction mode. Low task complexity combined with low
interface complexity has a mean of 4,50 and a standard deviation of 2,28. Low task complexity
combined with high interface complexity has a mean of 4,81 and a standard deviation of 2,48. In
contrast high task complexity combined with low interface complexity has a mean of 6,50 and a
standard deviation of 3,30 and high task complexity combined with high interface complexity has
a mean of 6,56 and a standard deviation of 3,11.
At last one is having a closer look on the Pairwise Comparison with Bonferroni Correction of
the Anova. Pairwise Comparison of design shows that all Pairwise Comparisons of all levels are
significant (p<.000) but one. Changing between Multi-Tag Interaction #2 and Multi-Tag Interaction #3, there cannot be any significant influence be detected. Comparing interface complexity,
there is no significant change either. But in contrast the comparison of task complexity shows a
significant influence (p<.001) on the number of attention shifts.
Anyway, especially using Multi-Tag Interaction #2 and Multi-Tag Interaction #3, the number
of attention shifts might be a bit higher in a real life scenario than in the user study. Being in a user
study the user knows that he will not actually get the meal and therefore there are no consequences
in selecting the wrong meal hence the motivation to check the correctness of the order is lower
than in a real life situation.
4.4.3

Errors

When looking at the numbers of errors depicted in figure 4.21 one might realize that only very
few errors occurred. This is probably due to the fact that all subjects got an explanation for every
prototype and all its functionality along side a test run for each prototype.
The really small number of errors is also the explanation for the results of the KolmogorovSmirnov test, which stated all scenarios and prototype combinations to be highly significant and
therefore not normally distributed.
Taking a look at sphericity with the help of Mauchly’s Test one can see that all independent
variables and all combinations of independent variables where Mauchly’s Test can be applied to
- task complexity and interface complexity both only have two levels, therefore Mauchly’s Test
cannot be applied - are highly significant. Consequently the condition of sphericity is not met and
some conditions are more related than others.
While using Single-Tag Interaction, only two errors occurred throughout all scenarios. They
were related to the usage of the radio buttons. As already stated in 4.2.1 the radio buttons actually
are remodeled checkboxes due to the lack of real radio buttons in the J4ME framework. Using
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Figure 4.21: The mean and standard deviation of the errors for all four prototypes and all scenarios.
the arrow keys one can move the highlight up and down. Having highlighted the radio button
respectively the remodeled checkbox, which belongs to the desired meal one had to hit the button
in the middle of the arrow keys. This last step turned out to be a bit of a problem to some users
because they moved the highlight, but in the end forgot to actually confirm the selection. This error
was made once in scenario one (low task and interface complexity) and once in scenario three (high
task and low interface complexity) but this can be assumed to be coincidental. Anyhow this leads
to the following means and standard derivations. Low task and low interface complexity as well as
high task and low interface complexity with m=0,06 and sd=0,25 while low task and high interface
complexity and high task and high interface complexity had m=0,00 and sd=0,00 because there
did not occur any errors at all.
Considering Multi-Tag Interaction #1 the problem with the radio buttons appeared four times.
Furthermore problems handling the NFC-tags occurred. One person got haptic feedback from the
mobile device but anyway the tag was not read correctly. It is assumed that the contact between
mobile device and NFC-tag was too short and therefore it could not be read properly. The same
subject happened to read another tag than the one intended to read. Furthermore another subject
forgot all about the start-tag although of course he was told about it beforehand and actually did
already use it in a test run. He therefore tried to browse through the menu of the mobile device
to start the application. Anyway, as well as with Single-Tag Interaction one can assume that
this are general problems of Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and do not depend on the task or interface
complexity. This lead to the following means and standard deviations for the prototype MultiTag Interaction #1: low task and low interface complexity m=0,13, sd=0,34; low task and high
interface complexity m=0,31, sd=0,60; high task and low interface complexity m=0,00, sd=0,00;
high task and high interface complexity m=0,06, sd=0,25.
Using Multi-Tag Interaction #2 only one error occurred. Once again the mobile device gave
haptic feedback without having read the content of the NFC-tag properly. Consequently the means
and standard deviations are the same for low task and low interface complexity, low task and high
interface complexity as well as high task and high interface complexity with m=0,00 and sd=0,00.
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The only error occurred during the high task and low interface complexity scenario resulting in
m=0,06 and sd=0,25. But once again it is coincidence that the error occurred during this scenario.
Testing Multi-Tag Interaction #3 some already known errors occurred. One user did not hold
the mobile device close enough to the NFC-tag to be read. Once again the mobile device gave
haptic feedback but did not read the tag properly. Other users forgot all about the start-tag and
wanted to start with the help of the mobile device’s menu. Furthermore "submit" was expected to
be on the mobile device as soft key option instead of the submit tag. But the biggest problem was
the placement of the actual tag behind the boxes saying "Start Order" and "Submit Order" as shown
in figure 4.22. Users often touched the middle of each box to start or submit, which sometimes
lead to the problem that no tag at all was read because the tag was placed directly under the NFCsymbol. This did not appear to be intuitive for the users. The means and standard deviations are
as followed: low task and low interface complexity m=0,00, sd=0,00; low task and high interface
complexity m=0,13, sd=0,34; high task and low interface complexity m=0,06, sd=0,25; high task
and high interface complexity m=0,19, sd=0,40.

Figure 4.22: The start- and submit-tag of Multi-Tag Interaction #3. The tag is placed behind the
NFC-symbol.
Having a look at the Within-Subjects Effects the combination of interaction and task complexity is the only significant value.
Last but not least looking at the Pairwise Comparison there is one single significance concerning the comparison of Single-Tag Interaction and Multi-Tag Interaction #3. Consequently
interchanging those two designs seems to make a significant difference. Taking a closer look on
Pairwise Comparison of task and interface complexity no significance can be detected.
Anyhow these results should not be taken for granted due to the already mentioned reason
that all in all only very few errors occurred and therefore the data is not really reliable or that
meaningful.
4.4.4

Execution Time

The execution time was recorded by the mobile application itself, from touching the start-tag until
submitting the order. The only exception was Multi-Tag Interaction #2, which did not offer a starttag. Therefore, with the help of video analysis, the time the user needed to start the application
with the help of the mobile device’s menu was stopped afterwards and added to time, which was
recorded by the mobile application while touching the tags and ordering the food according to the
scenarios. This of course leads to some inaccuracy concerning the time measurement of Multi-Tag
Interaction #2.
Of course the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was also applied to the execution times. For most
combinations of design, task and interface complexity the test did not show any significance and
therefore most execution times are normally distributed. But anyhow Multi-Tag Interaction #1
with low task and high interface complexity, Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with high task complexity
and low interface complexity and Multi-Tag Interaction #3 with low task complexity and low
interface complexity are significant and therefore they are not normally distributed.
Corresponding to the previously analyzed independent variables Mauchly’s Test was applied
to the data. One significance can be discovered for the combination of design and interface com41
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plexity. All other values did not offer significance and therefore the conditions of sphericity are
met for them.
Figure 4.23 shows the means and standard deviations for execution time.

Figure 4.23: The mean and standard deviation of the execution time for all four prototypes and all
scenarios.
Looking at each four means of each of the four levels of interface complexity one can state
that low task and low interface complexity was the fastest, followed by low task and high interface
complexity, followed by high task and low interface complexity and as slowest scenario high task
and high interface complexity, which is not surprising.
The means and standard deviations concerning execution time (in ms) for Single-Tag Interaction are as follows: low task and low interface complexity with m=22009,94 and sd=5435,82, low
task and high interface complexity with m=34491,19 and sd=8094,85, high task and low interface
complexity with m=45342,44 and sd=7588,65, and high task and high interface complexity with
m=69235,50 and sd=15790,62.
The means of the second prototype, Multi-Tag Interaction #1, are the highest making it slightly
slower than Single-Tag Interaction. Low task and low interface complexity with m=30619,78 and
sd=8058,32, low task and high interface complexity with m=43185,69 and sd=17289,33, high task
and low interface complexity with m=48442,12 and sd=10236,52, and high task and high interface
complexity with m=70221,94 and sd=17856,87.
As the diagram (see figure 4.23) already shows, and the following numbers prove, the first
two prototypes are considerably slower. This is probably mostly due to the long lists of radio
buttons the user has to scroll through to find the meal or drink he wants to order. The comparably
many attention shifts, which are necessary when using Multi-Tag Interaction #1, are probably
responsible for the fact that it is even a bit slower than Single-Tag Interaction.
Multi-Tag Interaction #2 is clearly faster than the previous two. Low task and low interface complexity with m=26329,44 and sd=5453,75, low task and high interface complexity with
m=30171,62 and sd=8883,16, high task and low interface complexity with m=44943,88 and
sd=9701,23, and high task and high interface complexity with m=48464,63 and sd=12188,11.
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The last level for design is Multi-Tag Interaction #3 and it is also the fastest one. Compared to
Multi-Tag Interaction #2 this can be explained firstly by the fact that Multi-Tag Interaction #3 is
started using a start-tag, which is considered to be faster than the mobile device’s menu and secondly the correction of already made choices is easier and can be performed at any time in contrast
to the correction mode of Multi-Tag Interaction #2, which can only be accessed after having selected all four meals and is started by pressing the left soft key labeled "Correction". The mean and
standard deviations are as follows: Low task and low interface complexity with m=18882,25 and
sd=6784,23, low task and high interface complexity with m=19636,69 and sd=5938,86, high task
and low interface complexity with m=31143,81 and sd=7059,02, and high task and high interface
complexity with m=40223,31 and sd=14070,90.
Having a look at the Within-Subjects Effects all independent variables and all combinations
of independent variables are significant except the total combination of design, task, and interface complexity. Consequently this states a strong effect concerning changes of all independent
variables.
Finally Pairwise Comparison was analyzed. Except the Pairwise Comparison of Single-Tag
Interaction and Multi-Tag Interaction #1, all prototypes show a high significance when being compared. Consequently interchanging the prototypes - once again of course without the interchanging of Single-Tag Interaction and Multi-Tag Interaction #1 - highly affects the results of execution
time. It is exactly the same when looking at task complexity and at interface complexity. Both are
highly significant (p<.001) and therefore do have a strong effect on the execution time.
Keystroke-Level Model
Besides the data, which was measured in the user study, the execution time for all prototypes and
each scenario was calculated with the help of the Keystroke-Level Model. The original KeystrokeLevel Model is designed for desktop applications and helps the developer to estimate the total
execution time for a task without having a working prototype to test it. In this case the adaption
of the Keystroke-Level Model for mobile devices [17] was used to achieve that. Although there
are several other adaptions of the Keystroke-Level Model for mobile devices most of them focus
on traditional input methods with the help of the keypad whereas [17] also includes the interaction
with visual markers, NFC-tags etc., which is essential in this case.
While adapting the model to the special needs of advanced mobile phone interaction, several
new operators have been included whereas others have been adapted and some have been taken
over without any changes.
Applying the Keystroke-Level Model to the prototypes and scenarios of this user study the
operator "initial act" was ignored because the measurement of each task started after the initial
act, which consists of the start of the mobile application.
All in all this leads to the following results.
Looking at the values for Single-Tag Interaction, as depicted in figure 4.24, one can see that
most of the calculated times are quite close to the measured times. The only quite noticeable
divergency can be noted concerning the last scenario with high task and high interface complexity.
The value, which was calculated is 51,48s, whereas the measured value is 69,23s, which is 17
seconds more than expected although no errors did occur during the execution of the tasks. At that
point no explanation for this can be given.
Comparing the calculated and measured values for Multi-Tag Interaction #1, as shown in figure
4.25, one realizes that the calculated values are much higher than the measured ones. At this point
one cannot clearly say what the reasons for this phenomena are, but one possible explanation is
the fact that two macro attention shifts are needed to select a category. The rules of KLM indicate
to add a mental act before every macro attention shift. Given the fact that the users followed a
strict given task, which they have in written form in front of them, this might not be appropriate
and lead to calculated times, which are too long.
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Figure 4.24: The calculated and measured times for Single-Tag Interaction.

Figure 4.25: The calculated and measured times for Multi-Tag Interaction #1.
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Like the values for Multi-Tag Interaction #1 the calculated values for Multi-Tag Interaction
#2, as depicted in figure 4.26, do differ quite a lot from the actual measured ones. But this can
easily be explained, because the calculated numbers are based on the assumption that the user,
after having touched a tag and before touching the next one, looks on the mobile device’s display
to check whether the selection via the NFC-tag worked properly. During the study one could
observe that this was not the case and that users only sporadically check the mobile device and
therefore the number of macro attention shifts decreases. Applying the mean number of attention
shifts to the Keystroke-Level Model’s calculation, the numbers are quite similar.

Figure 4.26: The calculated times, measured times and calculated times with measured attention
shifts for Multi-Tag Interaction #2.
Execution times and the calculated values for Multi-Tag Interaction #3, shown in figure 4.27,
behave similar like the values of Multi-Tag Interaction #2. Once the number of attention shifts
is reduced to the number of attention shifts, which actually occurred during the execution, the
numbers match very well. Only the numbers for the last scenario with high task and high interface
complexity do not fit that perfectly. This can be explained with the fact that three errors were
made during the execution of this scenario, which is a rather high number of errors compared to
the errors, which have been made during the other scenarios.
Furthermore one has to keep in mind that high interface complexity, meaning the bigger
posters with the doubled number of NFC-tags, cannot be taken into account with the KeystrokeLevel Model, which affects Multi-Tag Interaction #2 and Multi-Tag Interaction #3. Surprisingly
this cannot be observed when looking at the numbers due to the fact that the measured execution
times of the two levels of interface complexity do not differ that much.
4.4.5

Verifying the Hypotheses

In section 4.3.1, five hypotheses focusing on the three dependent variables have been established.
The first hypotheses cannot be completely verified. Indeed Single-Tag Interaction causes less
attention shifts than all Multi-Tag Interaction designs, but even if only slightly, Multi-Tag Interaction #1 is slower concerning the execution time. As already mentioned, generally very few errors
occurred and some of them are not really only a problem of the specific prototype. Anyway, only
Multi-Tag Interaction #2 caused less errors than Single-Tag Interaction.
Consequently the second hypotheses cannot be completely verified either. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 caused far more attention shifts than Multi-Tag Interaction #2 and #3. Besides the slightly
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Figure 4.27: The calculated times, measured times and calculated times with measured attention
shifts for Multi-Tag Interaction #3.
longer execution time for Multi-Tag Interaction #1, execution time really was fastest for Multi-Tag
Interaction #3. Errors are very diverse distributed on all prototypes.
Hypotheses number three can be confirmed. Performance increased when increasing task or
interface complexity.
Single-Tag Interaction and especially Multi-Tag Interaction #2 gave the user a strong guidance
considering the order of the execution. Anyway, Multi-Tag Interaction #1, which offered freedom
considering the order of choices was the least effective.
Using the menu instead of the PushRegistry in Multi-Tag Interaction #2 did not result in bad
execution times or more errors. Considering the likability of the PushRegistry the following section, dealing with qualitative data given by the user, will shed more light on this.
4.4.6

User Feedback

As already mentioned, after the user completed all four scenarios with one prototype, he was asked
to fill out the "Computer System Usability Questionnaire" [24]. Furthermore after the completion
of the whole user study the user was asked to fill out a questionnaire, which asked for the comparison of the four prototypes. Besides the already presented measured data for attention shifts,
errors and execution time, this provided some general feedback about the user’s acceptance and
satisfaction of the presented interfaces and interaction designs.
Standardized IBM "Computer System Usability Questionnaire"
The standardized IBM "Computer System Usability Questionnaire" [24] consists of nineteen questions, which can be answered by rating the prototype on a Likert scale with seven levels ranging
from "-3" to "+3" and furthermore one option, which can be selected if the user comes to the conclusion that the question is not applicable to the beforehand tested prototype. Besides that, the user
can leave a comment to every question with additional thoughts about the question concerning the
prototype. At the end there is also some space to leave additional positive as well as negative
thoughts on the prototype.
Figure 4.28 and figure 4.29 show the results of all nineteen questions for each prototype. Just
by throwing a glance at the figures one can see that obviously the highest ratings for nearly all
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questions were given to Multi-Tag Interaction #3. Considering Single-Tag Interaction the difference to Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 is not that big but in most cases
Single-Tag Interaction has the lowest rating. In the following the results will be stated more detailed.

Figure 4.28: The results of question 1 to 10 of the standardized IBM "Computer System Usability
Questionnaire".
Concerning the overall satisfaction about the easy usage of the prototype, the highest rated one
was Multi-Tag Interaction #3 with a score of 2,6 in contrast to 1,6, which was the rating for all
three other ones.
Asking how simple the usage of the prototype was, Multi-Tag Interaction #3 once again scored
the highest rating with 2,7, the second best was Single-Tag Interaction with 1,9 followed closely
by Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with 1,8.
The rating for the question how effectively one can complete the work using this prototype
once again was highest for Multi-Tag Interaction #3 with 2,6. Single-Tag Interaction scored 1,5
and Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 both 1,6.
Quickness was rated with 2,5 for Multi-Tag Interaction #3. The other three prototypes are
far behind with 1,1 for Single-Tag Interaction and 1,3 for Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag
Interaction #2.
Efficiency gives nearly the same ratings as quickness. Multi-Tag Interaction #3 has the highest
rating with 2,4, Single-Tag Interaction scores 1,1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag
Interaction #2 both 1,5.
The users only feel really comfortable with Multi-Tag Interaction #3, which they rated with
2,4, while Single-Tag Interaction scored 1,0 and the other both, Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and
Multi-Tag Interaction #2, scored 1,1.
Asking the users how easy it is to learn the usage of the prototypes all four prototypes did have
quite good ratings. Anyway once again Multi-Tag Interaction #3 got the highest score with 2,6 but
is followed very closely by Single-Tag Interaction which also scores 2,6. Multi-Tag Interaction #1
and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 both were rated with 2,1.
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Figure 4.29: The results of question 11 to 19 of the standardized IBM "Computer System Usability
Questionnaire".
The eighth question was whether the user believes that he became productive quickly using
the prototype. Again Multi-Tag Interaction #3 did score much higher than the other three with 2,6,
whereas all other prototypes were rated with 1,6.
Being asked about error messages and whether they are clear and do help fixing the problem
many users chose the option "not applicable" because as already stated above, not many errors
occurred during the user study and therefore many subjects never saw any error messages. SingleTag Interaction is designed the way that actually no errors, like forgetting to select a meal, can
happen. Other errors, like problems touching a tag, cannot be caught by the application anyway
in any prototype. This led to the rating of -0,3. Also Multi-Tag Interaction #3 for once got a bad
rating with 0,6. Actually only one error can be made using Multi-Tag Interaction #3, which is to
select not all four courses as requested in the user study. But this request of course is obsolete in
a real life situation. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 both were rated quite
well with 2,0. Interestingly this prototypes are the two, which offer the highest potential for errors.
But at least, if errors occur the error message seem to be clear and helpful.
Recovering from an error was considered easy and quick in all prototypes but Single-Tag
Interaction, which was rated with 1,3, whereas Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction
#2 both were rated with 2,3 and Multi-Tag Interaction #3 with 2,4.
Any help, which was provided either on the tag-enhanced poster or in the mobile application
itself, was not that satisfying for the user. All four had very similar scores. Single-Tag Interaction
was rated 1,6 and all Multi-Tag Interaction prototypes with 1,8, while Multi-Tag Interaction #3
actually was rated a bit worse than the other two, but this can not be observed due to the rounded
values but figure 4.29 shows the small difference.
The information, which was needed, was not that easy to find according the users. Single-Tag
Interaction was rated with 1,4, while the other three prototypes only got a slightly better rating of
1,6.
In contrast, the information that actually was found is supposed to be easy understood. All
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prototypes had a quite similar rating. Single-Tag Interaction, Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and MultiTag Interaction #2 got a rating of 2,1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #3 was rated with 2,2.
Furthermore the information for helping the user completing the task is supposedly effective.
Single-Tag Interaction was rated with 1,9. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2
with 2,0 and Multi-Tag Interaction #3 with 2,1.
The organization of the information on the screen is especially clear using Multi-Tag Interaction #3, which was rated with 1,9. Single-Tag Interaction was rated with 1,4 and Multi-Tag
Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with 1,3.
The interface was not rated as very pleasant. This could be due to the fact that the graphical
design deliberately was done in a very low-fidelity style to minimize any influence on the study.
Multi-Tag Interaction #3 was rated highest with 1,7. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag
Interaction #2 got 1,1 and Single Tag Interaction was only rated with 0,6.
Consequently the users did not like the usage of the interface very much. Multi-Tag Interaction
#3 was rated 2,0 but Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 only got a rating of 1,0
and Single-Tag Interaction only the very low rating of 0,4.
Asked whether the prototypes have all functions and capabilities, which are expected, the
users stated to miss some functionality and rated Multi-Tag Interaction #3 with 1,5 followed by
Single-Tag Interaction with 1,3 and Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with
only 0,9.
The last question asked for the overall satisfaction with the prototype. Once again Multi-Tag
Interaction #3 got the best rating with 2,4. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2
were rated with 1,7 and Single-Tag Interaction with 0,9.
As already mentioned, besides the nineteen questions with Likert scales, there have been free
comment fields. Some comments, which have been made are independent from the different
prototypes and concern every interaction design.
Some subjects requested additional information about the meals and drinks, e.g. what topping
which pizza has or also information like coke contains caffeine. Furthermore many wanted to have
some information about the price of the food. Also the request for pictures for each meal has been
stated more than once.
Another feature, which was requested, is the possibility to cancel an order, which has already
been submitted.
One subject admitted that the start screens, with the short introduction about the usage of a
certain prototype, were actually helpful but when using the application regularly and therefore
being an expert user he would like to have the possibility to turn off those screens and just start
ordering without any information being displayed and especially having to be confirmed.
Last but not least it was pointed out that human contact is missing especially if one has questions.
Positively noted was the fact that error messages are displayed in red and therefore are easily
recognized and consequently recovering from an error is no problem.
Concerning the lists of meals and drinks with radio buttons, which have been used in both,
Single-Tag Interaction and Multi-Tag Interaction #1, quite a few comments have been made. Especially high interface complexity, which forced the user to scroll, caused problems. The lists were
confusing and it was not easy to get an overview of all available meals and drinks. One subject
suggested to offer some kind of search or filter function or shortcut by typing the first letters of
the preferred meal, which would make dealing with long lists easier. Another suggestion was to
make it possible to jump from the first item to the last by scrolling up when already being at the
first one and jumping from the last item to the first item by scrolling further down when already
being at the last one. Another wish was that one could just hold the button to scroll and does not
have to release and push the button again for each single item to scroll down or up. Some people
suggested that an alphabetical order of the meals in the list would be helpful, but as one subject
correctly pointed out, in a real life situation one would just browse through the offered meals and
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look for something that appeals to oneself instead of searching for four specified meals, which are
noted on a piece of paper and are part of the user study to assure that every participant has the same
general conditions. Another problem was that the highlight, which was used to navigate between
the radio buttons, was always at the top of the list even if there was a meal selected way down in
the list. If the user wanted to select a meal near the already selected one he still had to navigate
all the way down with the highlight, which is not very handy considering that similar meals are
grouped nearby and it is very possible that one already decided that one wants to have for example
pizza but just another one than the one which is already selected. Generally the highlight was hard
to see, which caused problems for some users.
Concerning the tag-enhanced menus the users requested more graphics e.g. photos of the
meals and furthermore pointed out that the area, which is used for the menu is quite big, which
makes it hard to get a full overview over the meals, because the menu is far bigger than the visual
field. Furthermore users considered the menu too big for a real life restaurant.
Anyhow they liked the fact that using tag-enhanced posters, there is no scrolling through long
lists.
Moreover one does not have to have the whole structure in mind when correcting something,
meaning one does not have to think about the category of a certain meal one wants to change and
has to explicitly navigate there, but instead one just touches the preferred meal. Anyhow some
other participants pointed out that touching another tag does not feel like changing something but
like adding another meal to the order.
Considering the interaction with NFC-tags also some problems arose. Firstly users would have
liked a more precise information about the exact location of the NFC reader of the mobile device.
Sometimes the users touched a tag and got haptic feedback, too, but anyway the tag was not read
correctly. This probably occurred because they removed the phone too fast from the tag-enhanced
menu. This of course caused confusion by the users. Some users also missed the haptic feedback
when using the start-tag, which did not work due to implementation issues. Anyway other subjects
did not like the haptic feedback in form of vibration and were rather annoyed by it. Somebody
compared it to holding an electrical toothbrush.
While some liked the fact that only a NFC-tag has to be touched to open the application, others
wanted to have the possibility to explicitly start the application on their mobile device without
touching a tag. This is actually possible but users have not been told about it.
Concerning the start-tag, some users ran into the problem that the mobile device does not react
to the start-tag if the mobile device’s display is in stand-by. At least one button has to be pressed
to activate the mobile device before touching NFC-tags.
More explanation was requested considering the start-tag in general. During the study each
participant got an explanation about all applications and all their features, but some worried that
just the start-tag labeled "Start Order" would not be enough for a first time user, who did not get
any extra information from somebody else.
Another user explained that the ergonomics of holding the mobile device and touching a tag
is not very pleasing. Actually touching a tag on a poster, which is clipped to a wall is more
comfortable, but a menu, which is lying on the table in front of the users and results in not seeing
the display while touching the tag.
Concerning just Single-Tag Interaction, the way correction worked was not liked that much
due to several reasons. Firstly one has to navigate through the other categories, which one does not
want to change, to get to the destined category. This was considered to be cumbersome. Secondly
if browsing through the categories and selecting a meal, which is at the bottom of the list and
therefore can only be seen after scrolling down there, one did not see which meal is selected or
if there is any selection made at all. This was confusing for the users because they were afraid
that their selection was discarded while navigating back and forth. Another user pointed out that
the short introduction text at the beginning of the mobile application should not only tell the user
about the "next"-button but also inform that one can always return and change one’s order by using
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the "back"-button. Some complained that one has to click quite a lot, which also is quite straining
for the thumb, which carries out the interaction. One person also stated, that he would like to
have more feedback after each selection of a meal, for example something similar as the haptic
feedback, while touching a tag to select a meal. Furthermore the usage of NFC was not seen as
a big advantage since it was only used for starting the application and besides that it did not add
any extra features to the application. One person mentioned that in general he did not consider
the application suitable for food ordering. But of course also some positive statements have been
made. Single-Tag Interaction is considered to be a linear classical approach, which guides the
user through the application. The user is already accustomed to similar applications and therefore
ordering seems to be quick and easy. One subject stated that he has the feeling that selection via
the lists is faster because he does not have to search for the desired option on a huge poster. But
according to the measured execution times, this assumption is not correct. One person stated that
it is nearly impossible do make an error using this design and it is easy to learn. Furthermore some
subjects especially liked that there is no mixture of interaction with the mobile device and the tagenhanced poster and therefore nearly no attention shifts are needed and one does not necessarily
need the NFC-tag, since of course the application could be started with the help of the menu of the
mobile device and therefore the user does not need to learn the handling of this new technology.
Changing previously selected items with the "back"- and "next"-buttons had one advantage for the
user. They really had the feeling they were changing the old selection, whereas when touching
another NFC-tag of a previously selected category, some had the feeling to add something to the
order instead of changing it. One person stated that he could imagine this kind of prototype for
home-ordering since one probably does not want to store huge tag-enhanced menu cards at home.
Using Multi-Tag Interaction #1 many subjects did not enjoy the necessity of the high number
of attention shifts between mobile device and tag-enhanced menu. Besides the already mentioned
problems concerning the long lists, using Multi-Tag Interaction #1, the radio buttons caused some
problems because by scrolling through the lists only the highlight is moved but not the actual
selection. The final selection has to be done by a key press, in this case the left soft key with the
label "Ok". In Single-Tag Interaction this confirmation was given by pressing "Next", which had
to be done anyway to proceed with the ordering process. Due to the fact, that the next category
was selected by touching another NFC-tag the explicit confirmation by pressing "Ok" was often
forgotten, which resulted in frustration because the user believed he had already selected a certain
meal for a category but it was not listed in the summary. Moreover it was not intuitive for some
how to make corrections to the already selected meals. And one would prefer to submit the order
by a key press on the mobile device instead of a dedicated submit-tag. All in all many stated that
they had to press way too many keys to complete the order and that everything took way too long.
Anyhow many users also stated Multi-Tag Interaction #1 to be easy to use, quick, self-explaining
and effective and it is similar to other mobile applications, which one already knows and therefore
only a short time to get used to it is needed. Although some were irritated by the way one can
change previous selected meals others stated that they would prefer that compared to Single-Tag
Interaction and its very linear structure. Furthermore it was noticed positively that the tags on the
menu were sorted in the order one usually needs them starting with the start-tag, followed by the
different categories and at last the submit-tag. This gives the user some kind of structure similar
to a wizard but not as inflexible as an actual wizard because it is possible to break out of the order
and select the categories in which ever way one likes.
Starting Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with the help of the menu was noted to be less comfortable
than a dedicated start-tag. Subjects, which beforehand tested one of the other applications, were
actually surprised about this way and were searching for a start-tag before realizing that they
need to start the application with help of the mobile device’s menu. Furthermore the wizard-like
structure, which forced the user to select the meals in the given order, was not liked at all and
described as uncomfortable and did not correspond to a real life situation where one often orders
the drink first. Moreover the way correction was handled, was not very enjoyable for the users.
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Besides, as one subject correctly pointed out, a first time user does not know that, at least in the
end, it is possible to change already selected options and might abort the order and start from
the beginning if he changes his wishes or accidently touches a wrong NFC-tag. All in all users
wished for more help and guidance using this prototype. Especially handling the NFC-tags and
NFC reader, which of course are part of a completely new interaction style and therefore seem a
bit complicated and unconventional. One subject explicitly pointed out that he would feel quite
awkward using this technology in a real restaurant. Furthermore one user complained about having
to press too many buttons, which probably hints at all the times where the user has to press "Next"
after selecting one course, but this in fact is optional. As long as the user stays in the correct
order he can go on choosing a meal without pressing "Next". Anyhow they enjoyed the quick
overview of the menu, which was not given using Single-Tag Interaction or Multi-Tag Interaction
#1. They considered Multi-Tag Interaction #2 to be self-explaining, intuitive, easy and quick to
use. Furthermore the messages provided on the display of the mobile device helped the user to get
through the process of ordering and the soft key with the label "Correction" is considered to be
a good example for the self-explanatory nature of the application. Last but not least one subject
stated that the placement of the submit button on the mobile device in contrast to a dedicated
submit-tag gives him the feeling of being more in control.
Using Multi-Tag Interaction #3 the subjects enjoyed the quick and easy selection and considered the design to be very intuitive and fast. Somebody actually labeled it "foolproof". Correction
was stated to be easy and while using Single-Tag Interaction or Multi-Tag Interaction #2 people
complained about the fact that they cannot order a drink first, it was positively noted that this is
possible with Multi-Tag Interaction #3. Some mentioned that they were happy that they did not
have to switch between touching tags and pressing buttons on the mobile device. Anyway some
pointed out that they would prefer to submit the order with a button on the mobile device because
they feel more in control doing it this way. Moreover, as one subject pointed out that the fact
one does not need to press any buttons could lead to the problem that the user does not look at
the display of the mobile device and does not properly check his order before actually submitting
it. Concerning the submit-tag on the poster many stated that they would have assumed it to be
at the button of the poster and not at the top next to the start-tag. Furthermore one sometimes
could monitor users starting ordering without touching the start-tag and wondering why it did not
work. Another problem in this case is the fact that, without touching the start-tag no application is
started and therefore no helpful error message can be given to the user besides the standard message, which is provided by the manufacturer of the mobile device. Anyway one person explicitly
stated that he would like to start ordering without having to start the application at all. He wished
that by touching any tag the mobile device would recognize to which application this tag belongs
and therefore start it.
Closing Questionnaire
In the closing questionnaire the subjects have been asked to compare all four prototypes, which
have been presented to them.
As first question they were asked, which prototype they preferred. All sixteen participants
named Multi-Tag Interaction #3 as their favored interaction design. In the free comment field
for further explanations about their decision, they stated that they considered it to be the most
intuitive and easiest prototype. Furthermore they liked that they did not have to switch between
buttons on the mobile device and NFC-tags on the poster but only could use NFC-tags for the
whole ordering process. It was considered to be more comfortable to read the meals and drinks
on the tag-enhanced poster instead of the small display because it is more clearly arranged and the
font size is bigger. Also starting the application via the dedicated start-tag was stated as reason
to prefer Multi-Tag Interaction #3 as well as the easy correction method and the liberty in the
order of the selection process. Multi-Tag Interaction #3 gave the subjects the feeling of being in
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control instead of being controlled and limited by the application. All in all the application does
not really feel like a mobile application but more like a real object, which is used for interaction.
Furthermore one could integrate the NFC-tags in an already existing menu.
Being asked about the prototype, which suits the task least, the subjects are not as united
as in the previous question. Seven disliked Single-Tag Interaction the most, six subjects named
Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and three users named Multi-Tag Interaction #2. The ones who named
Single-Tag Interaction stated that the usage of NFC-tags did not add any benefit to the application
and they detested the long lists and the scrolling through them as well as the given order of the
selection process. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 was mainly not like because of the many attention
shifts between the mobile device and the tag-enhanced poster. Furthermore like with Single-Tag
Interaction the long lists were not appealing to the users. Using Multi-Tag Interaction #2 they
complained about the strict order of the selection process as well as the rather uncomfortable way
of correcting and changing one’s previous selections.
Being asked, which interaction - just using the mobile interface, just using the tag-enhanced
poster or using both equally - they would prefer, most subjects opted for using tag-enhanced
posters. Reasons for their choice were that they consider it to be fast and intuitive, it led to far
less attention shifts, it is more clearly arranged especially with long lists and less key presses were
needed. Furthermore it was stated that it might be an easier interaction style for people, which
are not that accustomed to dealing with mobile applications because dealing with buttons on the
mobile device is minimized. One subject states that using NFC-tags somehow feels "magical".
Besides the thirteen people, who chose tag-enhanced posters, none chose mobile interface only,
but three would like the combination of both. Reasons for that were that users feel more in control
when pressing a key on there mobile device instead of touching a tag in crucial situations like
submitting an order. Furthermore they liked the feedback that was presented on the mobile device.
Following, the subjects have been asked about parts of the whole interaction process and if
they prefer to conduct those steps either on the mobile device itself, on the tag-enhanced posters
or with both equally. Starting the application is preferred to be done via a dedicated start-tag
by eleven participants, four participants like both ways equally and one person prefers starting
with the help of the mobile device’s menu. The navigation, more precisely switching between the
different categories, is preferred to do with the help of the posters by twelve subjects whereas four
do not mind if they use tag-enhanced posters or the mobile device. Choosing between the different
meals and drinks is preferred to be done with the help of NFC-tags on posters by fourteen people,
while one person prefers to do it on the mobile device and one person does not care if it is done on a
poster or on the mobile device. Carrying out execution actions, like for example submit, only three
people prefer the poster, whereas six subjects opted for the mobile device, which is not surprising
since this was already stated on several occasions by the participants. Seven participants are open
for both options, a key press on the mobile device or touching an NFC-tag. The summary, which
was presented to the user in the end, is preferred to be shown on the mobile device by twelve
participants. Only three people would prefer it on a poster respectively in this case some kind
of dynamic display, which offers the possibility to give feedback of this kind. One person does
not care where the feedback is presented and likes both options. Ten participants prefer to correct
errors with the help of the tag-enhanced poster, four would prefer correction on the mobile device
and two like both options. Hints about the usage of the application should be given on the mobile
device according to six participants whereas three would prefer them to be on the poster and seven
like both options.
Guidance and structure to carry out the task should either be offered by the poster (eight
subjects) or there should not be any forced order to carry out the ordering process (seven subjects).
Only one subject opted for the mobile device to guide the user through the application.
Being asked about problems, which arose while using the prototypes, many subjects stated the
wizard-like structure of Multi-Tag Interaction #2, which forced an order of selection on them as
well as the correction mode, which only made correction at the end possible. Generally correcting
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one’s previous selection with the help of NFC-tags irritated some users because they had the
feeling that they added another meal to their order instead of replacing the previous selected one.
Furthermore the confirmation of the selection while using Multi-Tag Interaction #1, which has to
be done before touching another NFC-tag, was often forgotten and therefore caused problems.
Suggestions for improvements have been a more graphical design for the tag-enhanced posters
like photos of the meals, probably instead or just with a small NFC-symbol as well as additional
information like the price of each meal. Furthermore extra features like for example an option
for extra cheese would be possible. The missing haptic feedback, when using a start-tag, was
requested as well as an extra button on the mobile device to submit the order instead of the submittag. Considering the application on the mobile device subjects suggested a way to sort the rather
long lists either alphabetically or by theme. Furthermore they asked for a bigger font size.
Generally they stated that both ways, lists and posters do work, but the switching between
posters and mobile application was kind of stressful. Single-Tag Interaction, which mostly only
relied on the mobile interface on the device could be imagined for home-ordering. All in all
Multi-Tag Interaction #3 was supposed to be the easiest prototype.
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2nd User Study: Actions and Objects

The second user study focuses on the pattern "Combination of Information", which is introduced
in 3.3. Once again a prototype offering Single-Tag Interaction as well as several slightly differing
prototypes using Multi-Tag Interaction are presented to the participants.

5.1

Basic Use Case

The basic use case consists of a subject standing in front of a tag-enhanced map of the city center
of Munich. These maps could be imagined to be standing all around Munich and offer information
about several sights as well as the option to mail the information to a friend. Furthermore the user
can plan a route to get to several sights. During the study it is evaluated, which interaction style
and which combination of tags and direct input on the mobile device is preferred.
The basic workflow can be seen in figure 5.2. Having started the application, the welcome
screen, which offers a short introduction, is presented. In the next step the user has to select a
sight either by selecting one out of a list presented on the mobile device or by touching a sight-tag.
Afterwards there are three different options. If the user selects "Information", he gets information
to the previous selected sight on his device’s screen. Alternatively he selects "Route" and is asked
to add more sights. Having done that he will be displayed the route. The third option is "eMail".
Choosing this, the user has to select a contact to send the email to and afterwards he will get a
confirmation about the successful sending of the e-mail.

Figure 5.1: The basic workflow of the tasks belonging to the second user study.
Five different prototypes are presented to the user. Each prototype consists of a mobile application and a tag-enhanced poster. Every poster contains a start-tag to launch the application on
the mobile device. Depending on the prototype there are also so-called sight-tags for the seven
offered sights: "Stachus", "Sendlinger Tor", "Frauenkirche", "Viktualienmarkt", "Hofgarten", "Isartor" and "Deutsches Museum". Furthermore some prototypes contain so-called action-tags representing the three actions: "Information", "Route" and "Send eMail". The map of Munich is
taken from [23].
Carrying out the different tasks, the user has to combine objects, which in this case are represented by sights, and actions. Depending on the prototype, the actions and sights are either
selected using the mobile interface or placed on the poster for selection. All possible distributions
for "Combination of Information" were covered by the different prototypes as depicted in figure
5.2
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Figure 5.2: Covering all possible combinations of "Objects" and "Actions" distributed on the
mobile interface and the physical interface.
5.1.1

Single-Tag Interaction

Figure 5.3 shows the tag-enhanced map for Single-Tag Interaction. The user is presented the city
center of Munich and seven sights with corresponding photos. In this case those only serve as
visual aid but there is no functionality integrated into the map. The only tag on this poster is the
start-tag, which launches the application. All posters in this user study are printed as DIN A1.

Figure 5.3: The tag-enhanced map for Single-Tag Interaction consisting only of one tag - the
start-tag.
Figure 5.4 depicts the first part of the mobile application for Single-Tag Interaction. Having
started the application the user is presented a welcome screen with a short instruction (a). After
pressing "Ok" the second screen (b) shows a list of all seven available sights. The user is supposed
to select one of them by using the arrow keys and after pressing "Ok" he is presented the screen for
the chosen sight (c). The screen (c) offers a menu labeled "Options", which is available through
the left soft key. Screen (d) shows the contents of the menu. There the user can select one of the
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three actions, which can be applied to each sight.

Figure 5.4: Parts of the mobile application for Single-Tag Interaction.

Figure 5.5 shows as first screen some information about a sight (a), which is displayed after
having selected the menu item "Information". Pressing the back button the user gets back to the
sight screen and can choose another option from the menu for the selected sight. Screen (b) and
(c) show the "Send eMail" feature of the mobile application, which offers to send the information
to a friend. At first the receiver is chosen and by pressing "Send" the email is sent to the selected
person.

Figure 5.5: The screen for the action "Information" as well as the screens for the action "Send
eMail" for Single-Tag Interaction.

In figure 5.6 one can see the screens belonging to the action "Route". Having selected this
action the user gets presented a screen, which states the currently selected sight and furthermore
requests to select a second sight (a). Having pressed "Ok" the user will see the same list of sights
(b) as depicted in figure 5.4 but selecting a sight this time will add it to the route and therefore it
will be listed on screen (c). Being on this screen the user either decides to add another sight and
gets back to screen (b) or he proceeds to generate the route, which is shown in screen (d). In the
prototype there is no actual routing functionality implemented and therefore independent of the
previously selected sights the user will always be presented the same dummy route.
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Figure 5.6: Screens for the action "Route" for Single-Tag Interaction.
5.1.2

Multi-Tag Interaction #1

Besides the start-tag, Multi-Tag Interaction #1 offers a tag for each sight as depicted in figure 5.7.
Instead of having to choose the sight one is interested in from a list on the mobile device, the user
can simply touch the sight’s corresponding tag on the map.

Figure 5.7: The tag-enhanced map for Multi-Tag Interaction #1 offering a start-tag and at tag for
each sight.
Consequently as shown in figure 5.8, in comparison to Single-Tag Interaction, the screen with
the list of sights is missing. Except that the sequence of screens is completely the same as in
Single-Tag Interaction. At first the user is presented a welcome screen (a) and some basic instruction where he is asked to touch a sight. Having touched a sight, the corresponding screen (b) is
shown and the user can select an action with the help of the option menu (c).
The actions "Information" and "Send eMail" look exactly the same in the mobile application
of Multi-Tag Interaction #1 as in the mobile application for Single-Tag Interaction as depicted in
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Figure 5.8: Parts of the mobile application for Multi-Tag Interaction #1.

figure 5.5.
Concerning the action "Route" there is once again a slight difference. Like at the beginning
of the application, the list of sights is missing, because a second sight is added just by touching a
sight on the map. This leads to the three screens as depicted in figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Screens for the action "Route" for Multi-Tag Interaction #1.

5.1.3

Multi-Tag Interaction #2

The poster of Multi-Tag Interaction #2, which is shown in figure 5.10, consists of the same map as
all posters but in contrast to the map of Multi-Tag Interaction #1 there are no sight-tags but three
action-tags below the start-tag for "Information", "Route" and "Send eMail".
Using the mobile application, after having touched the start-tag, the user once again gets presented the startscreen (a) as depicted in figure 5.11. Pressing "Ok" leads him to the list of sights
(b) from which he can choose the sight he wants to use. Having chosen a sight the user sees the
screen for the sight (c) but in contrast to the sight-screens of the previously presented prototypes,
this time there is no options menu. Instead of using the menu the user has to touch one of the
action-tags.
Choosing the action "Information", "Route" or "Send eMail" will lead to the exact same
screens as in Single-Tag Interaction, which can be seen in figure 5.5 and figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.10: The tag-enhanced map for Multi-Tag Interaction #2 offering a start-tag and tags for
each action.

Figure 5.11: The first parts of the mobile application for Multi-Tag Interaction #2.
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Multi-Tag Interaction #3

Concerning the tag-enhanced map, Multi-Tag Interaction #3 is a combination of Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2. The poster, as depicted in figure 5.12, contains sight-tags
as well as action-tags.

Figure 5.12: The tag-enhanced map for Multi-Tag Interaction #3 offering a start-tag, tags for each
sight and tags for each action.
This layout leads to the possibility to either start with choosing a sight or choosing an action.
As figure 5.13 shows, after launching the application and viewing the startscreen (a) the user either
sees the selected sight or the selected action on his mobile device (b). Having chosen a sight first
the second tag of course has to be an action-tag or vice versa having chosen an action the second
tag has to be a sight-tag.
Having touched two tags - one sight-tag and one action-tag - the user will be directed to the
corresponding screen, either the "Information" screen, the "Send eMail" screens or the "Route"
screens. Those screens look exactly as in Multi-Tag Interaction #1, respectively the "Information"
screen and the "Send eMail" screens are also the same as in Single-Tag Interaction. All screens to
the three actions can be seen either in figure 5.5 or 5.9.
5.1.5

Multi-Tag Interaction #4

The poster of Multi-Tag Interaction #4, as shown in figure 5.14, offers three tags - "Information",
"Route" and "Send eMail" for each sight.
Having touched the start-tag the application is opened and the user will see the startscreen as
depicted in figure 5.15. Afterwards he can touch any of the tags on the map and will be directed
to the desired content. The screens for "Information", "Route" and "Send eMail" look exactly the
same as in Multi-Tag Interaction #1, shown in figure 5.5 and 5.9 with one small difference, the
back button on all screens is missing. This is because there is no reason to return to a previous
screen because switching between different sights or actions is done just by touching one single
other tag.
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Figure 5.13: The first parts of the mobile application for Multi-Tag Interaction #3.

Figure 5.14: The tag-enhanced map for Multi-Tag Interaction #4 offering a start-tag and for each
sight three action tags.
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Figure 5.15: The first parts of the mobile application for Multi-Tag Interaction #4.

5.2

Implementation

The implementation of the prototype of the second user study is analog to the implementation of
the prototype of the first user study described in 4.2.
Once again the prototype consists of two parts: the mobile application and the tag-enhanced
poster. Both will be described briefly in the following.

5.2.1

The Mobile Application

As well as the first prototype, the application was designed using Jave ME, the Nokia 6131 NFC
SDK and J4ME for the graphical user interface. Anyway the second prototype makes use of
more interface widgets than the first prototype. Besides the adapted checkboxes, which lets them
behave like radio buttons (as described in 4.2.1), the prototype includes images and a submenu. In
contrast to the checkboxes respectively radio buttons there have not been made any adaptions to
the functionality and look and feel of the images and the submenu but the standard implementation
provided by J4ME has been used.
The integration of the NFC technology has been carried out using the same code as in the first
user study’s prototype.

5.2.2

The NFC-Enhanced Poster

The posters have been enhanced with sticky Mifare Standard 1k NFC tags. Usually behind each
NFC-symbol one tag is placed. Additionally, to realise the big areas on the right on the poster
containing start tags or action tags (e.g. shown in 5.12), four tags have been placed behind each of
those boxes with the same content. Consequently the user has a bigger area to aim.
Of course, analog to 4.2.2, there are two types of tags. The start-tags used with the PushRegistry to start an application and "normal" tags, which only contain text and are used for the interaction. Although the tags on the poster are divided into action-tags and sight-tags, from the
implementation’s side, they are all the same.

5.3

User Study Design

Analog to the first user study the evaluation aims to find out, which distribution of objects and
actions is the most enjoyable and suitable concerning execution time, errors and attention shifts.
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Experimental Design

In the following the basic outline of the user study design will be presented.
Hypotheses
The following hypotheses have been established beforehand and are supposed to be confirmed or
confuted.
• H1: Single-Tag Interaction is slower compared to all designs for multi-tag interaction.
• H2: Performance regarding task completion time and number of errors improves from
single-tag interaction to multi-tag interaction in the following order: Single-Tag Interaction,
Multi-Tag Interaction #1, Multi-Tag Interaction #2, Multi-Tag Interaction #3 and Multi-Tag
Interaction #4. But the number of attention shifts increases.
• H3: Combination of tags as in Multi-Tag Interaction #3 is liked best followed by combined
tags used in Multi-Tag Interaction #4.
Independent Variables
All in all two independent variables are tested: design and task.
Design has five levels representing the five different prototypes Single-Tag Interaction, MultiTag Interaction #1, Multi-Tag Interaction #2, Multi-Tag Interaction #3 and Multi-Tag Interaction
#4, which have been described in 5.1.
The independent variable task has three levels, "Information", "Route" and "Send eMail".
"Information" combines one object with one action. "Route" combines several objects with one
action and "Send eMail" combines an option, an action and some additional information, which is
already stored on the mobile device.
The following three task descriptions are given to the subjects to carry out the three levels of
the variable task with each prototype.
1. Information:
You are standing in front of the MunichCityGuide poster in Munich and you want to
acquire information about "Sendlinger Tor".
2. Route:
You are standing in front of the MunichCityGuide poster in Munich and you want to
get a route, which leads you to the following sights:
• Frauenkirche
• Viktualienmarkt
• Isartor
• Deutsches Museum
3. Send eMail:
You are standing in front of the MunichCityGuide poster in Munich and you want to
send an e-mail with information about "Hofgarten" to Eva Meier.
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Dependent Variables
Along the lines of the first user study the independent variables, which are measured, are: execution time, number and kind of errors and number of attention shifts.
Similar to the first user study a timer is implemented in every prototype and measures the time
in milliseconds from touching the start-tag until finishing the task and stores it in the RecordStore
of the midlet, which can be read by the investigator.
Furthermore the execution of the user study is taped on video after having asked the participants for their consent. This video material is used to count the macro attention shifts between the
mobile interface and the tag-enhanced poster made by each user while carrying out the tasks.
Errors are already noted during the actual execution but with the help of the video analysis
those notes are refined to be the most accurate possible.
Latin Square
The user study was conducting using a within subjects or repeated measures experimental design
[10] similar to the first user study. Consequently the same advantages as well as disadvantages of
repeated measures design, as described in 4.3.1, do apply here, too.
To avoid learning effects or any other side effects, which can be caused by asking subjects to
carry out different but similar tasks, a latin square design was applied. Designing the latin square,
one has to keep in mind that the whole study is based on a multivariate design consisting of two
independent variables, design and task.
Design has five levels, meaning the five different prototypes, whereas task has three levels, the
actions "Information", "Route" and "Send eMail". Consequently two latin square designs have to
be combined. Figure 5.16 shows the latin square for the variable design and figure 5.17 shows the
latin square for the variable task.

Figure 5.16: Latin square for the independent variable design.
Combining these two, one assures that no participant carries out the tasks in the exact same
order as another participant. Figure 5.18 shows the actual list of tasks for the first participant. At
first he carries out all tasks using Single-Tag Interaction. The order of the tasks is "Information",
"Route" and as third "Send eMail". Afterwards all tasks get carried out with the help of Multi-Tag
Interaction #1 and so on.
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Figure 5.17: Latin square for the independent variable task.

Figure 5.18: Latin square for the first participant.
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Conducting the User Study

The actual study is carried out with fifteen participants. Of course this number is derived from the
latin square design. Fifteen is divisible by five as well as three and therefore the latin squares can
be applied quite easily.
At first each participant is given some basic instructions about the user study and everyone is
asked for their permission to record the user study on video. Afterwards the user is supposed to
fill out an introducing questionnaire (see appendix), which asks for some demographic data and
information on their technical background and experience.
In the following the participant will carry out all tasks with all prototypes according to the
order given by the latin square. Generally the procedure is like that. At first the user gets a short
verbal introduction about the overall usage of NFC and about the basic use case. He is asked to
perform a trial execution and gets to know the features of the prototype and how to use them. Once
he feels familiar with the prototype the actual tasks are presented to him one after another.
Having finished all three tasks with one prototype the user is asked to fill out the abbreviated
IBM "Computer System Usability Questionnaire" (see appendix). The abridgment was done due
to experiences made during the first user study. Some questions were not suitable for the tasks and
irritated the users when being asked. Those have been removed to offer a questionnaire, which
covers all important aspects but does not confuse the user. Anyway, like the original "Computer
System Usability Questionnaire" [24], the questionnaire consists of different questions, which are
answered using a Likert scale with seven levels and additionally an option for "not applicable".
Furthermore there are free comment fields for positive as well as negative feedback and a free field
for any other thoughts or suggestions on the prototype.
After having used all five prototypes the user was asked to fill out the closing questionnaire
(see appendix), where he was asked to compare the five presented prototypes as well as to give
his opinion on the question, which functionalities are supposed to be carried out with the help of
physical mobile interaction or on the mobile device itself.
Figure 5.19 gives some impressions from the conduction of the second user study.

Figure 5.19: Conducting the user study. Subject starting the application with the help of the starttag, using the mobile application to choose an action, touching a tag to acquire information about
"Sendlinger Tor" and filling out the modified IBM questionnaire.

5.4

Evaluation of the User Study

All collected data concerning the dependent variables, attention shifts, errors and execution time,
is evaluates using SPSS [9]. Kolmogorov-Smirnov is used to analyze normal distribution and a
repeated measure Anova is applied. Furthermore all qualitative data is summarized.
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Demographics and Technical Background

At the beginning of the user study each participant was asked to fill out a demographic questionnaire (see appendix). From the fifteen people, who took part, eight were male and seven female.
Their average age was 23 years. All participants are students: twelve study media informatics, one
computational linguistics, one geography and one mechanical engineering. As one can see, nearly
all have a technical background.
All fifteen persons own a mobile phone, on average for 6,9 years. On a Likert scale from one
to five, they rated their experience with mobile devices with 3,8.
With the exact same value of 3,8 they rated their overal technical knowledge. Eleven participants have heard of either RFID or NFC but only three people already took part in a user study
concerning the NFC technology.
5.4.2

Attention Shifts

In the following, when talking about attention shifts, only macro attention shifts between the
mobile interface and the physical interface are considered. These attention shifts are counted
using video analysis.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test can only be applied to test cases where the number of attention
shifts has not been totally equal throughout all participants. This sometimes happens, if the design
forces a certain order of execution on the user, like Single-Tag Interaction, where the user has to
touch the tag and afterwards switches to the mobile interface and everything is carried out using
the mobile device. Consequently every user executed exactly one single attention shift. The task
"Information" carried out with Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #4 also cause
a complete equal number of attention shifts. But all other design and task combinations could be
evaluated using Kolmogorov-Smirnov. The Tests of Normality were highly significant for all of
them, hence the distribution is not normal.
Having a look at Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity one can see that all two independent variables
and their combination is highly significant and therefore the condition of sphericity is not met and
some conditions are more related than others.
Figure 5.20 shows the means and standard deviations for each prototype and each task. As
already mentioned, using Single-Tag Interaction, the users all performed exactly one attention
shift (for all task: m=1,00; sd=0,00) because there was only one single tag to be touched and all
further input has been done on the mobile device itself.
Considering Multi-Tag Interaction #1 the number of attention shifts for the task "Information"
is also constant (m=3,00; sd=0,00). The user needs to start the application, switches back to his
mobile device, uses the poster again to select a sight and then moves his attention back to the
mobile device to select the action "Information". Carrying out "Route" the user has to select
more than one sight directly in series. Some participants did check the mobile device’s display in
between to check whether the NFC reading was successful, others trusted the haptic feedback that
was given after a tag was touched and did not shift their attention. Consequently in this case the
number of attention shifts was not constant (m=6,71; sd=1,72). Using the function "Send eMail",
one would expect a constant number because similar to "Information" only one tag, beside the
start-tag, has to be selected. But one participant needed more attention shifts due to a reading
error of the NFC-tag (m=3,13; sd=0,52).
Getting information with Multi-Tag Interaction #2 also seems to cause a constant number of
attention shifts but one user was searching for sight-tags and therefore switched one time more
between the mobile device and the physical interface (m=2,13; sd=0,51). Also using "Route"
a not constant number was caused due to errors. Two participants did not know when to touch
the route-tag and touched it multiple times during the execution of the task (m=4,13, sd=0,35).
Sending an e-mail, two users not only touched the "Send eMail" tag but also the "Information"-tag
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Figure 5.20: The mean and standard deviation of the attention shifts for all five prototypes and all
scenarios.

wanting to add information to the e-mail, although this was not necessary. Therefore the number
of attention shifts is once again not constant (m=3,27, sd=0,70)
In Multi-Tag Interaction #3, the user has to combine sight-tags with action-tags and therefore
more than one tag has to be touched in series and depending on their trust in the haptic feedback
the attention shifts differ a lot, which led to the following results: For "Information" a mean of
3,33 and a standard deviation of 0,98, for "Route" a mean of 7,53 and a standard deviation of 2,56
and for "Send eMail" a mean of 4,71 and a standard deviation of 1,28.
Using Multi-Tag Interaction #4 only generating a route led to a series of tags, which had to
be touched. Therefore "Information" had a constant number of attention shifts (m=2,00; sd=0,00)
while "Route" has a mean of 5,13 and a standard deviation of 1,77. "Send eMail" could have had
a constant number of attention shift but once again users tried to add information to the e-mail
by additionally touching the information tag and therefore the number of attention shifts is not
constant (m=3,13; sd=0,52).
To sum up one can say that only if more than one tag has to be selected in series it is natural
that the number of attention shifts differs. In any other case a differing number of attention shifts
has been caused by errors of the user.
The values of the Within-Subjects Effects for all variables are significant. Consequently the
rating was affected by the independent variables.
Finally, having a look at the Pairwise Comparison output with Bonferroni Correction of the
Anova, design is mostly significant but not for all levels. Changing between Multi-Tag Interaction
#1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #3 and changing between Multi-Tag Interaction #2 and Multi-Tag
Interaction #4 is not significant and therefore does not have an influence on the number of attention
shifts. This can also be observed in figure 5.20.
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Errors

Due to the fact that all users were supposed to check out each prototype and make themselves
familiar with its usage only very few errors have been made during the execution of the given
tasks, which can also be seen in figure 5.21.

Figure 5.21: The mean and standard deviation of the errors for all five prototypes and all scenarios.
Consequently the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test turned out to be highly significant for all test cases
and therefore no normal distribution can be detected.
Having a look at Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity one can see that the test did not turn out significant for any of the two given independent variables (p > .05). Consequently the condition of
sphericity is met and all conditions are equally related.
Most of the errors that occurred are based on one of three error types. Firstly some people had
problems dealing with the radio buttons, which in fact have been modified checkboxes as already
stated. In contrast to regular radio buttons, the user had to move the highlight and afterwards had to
confirm his selection with the soft key in the middle. Unfortunately this was often forgotten by the
users and caused a false selection. Especially the errors, which happend while using Single-Tag
Interaction, where due to this fact.
The second error type was related to Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2.
The user had to confirm some selections (e.g. the sight in Multi-Tag Interaction #2) by pressing
"Ok" before touching a tag and this was sometimes forgotten and therefore the tag was not accepted
and the user had to go back and redo his selection.
The third problem occurred using the e-mail functionality. Some users thought that they need
to add content to the e-mail and therefore additionally opened the information for the sight they
wanted to use to mail and afterwards used the option "Send eMail".
Other problems, which occurred every now and then, but definitely much less than the previously mentioned three, have been users forgetting to select "Route" as option because they were
just in full flow touching the tags. Furthermore there was some confusion when and how often to
touch the "Route"-tag in the whole process of generating the route. Using Multi-Tag Interaction
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#4, one user tried to touch the photo of the sight to select the sight and did not get immediately
that both, sight and action, is selected touching only one tag.
Considering the exact values of the different tasks using Single-Tag Interaction, to get information led to a mean of 0,07 and a standard deviation of 0,26. For "Route" the mean is 0,20
and the standard deviation 0,41. At last sending an e-mail led to a mean of 0,13 and a standard
deviation of 0,35.
Using Multi-Tag Interaction #1 the mean and standard deviation is 0,00 for the task "Information" and "Send eMail" because no mistakes have been made there. The option "Route" had
a mean of 0,20 and a standard deviation of 0,41. "Information" and "Send eMail" also caused
the exactly same mean and standard deviation using Multi-Tag Interaction #2 (m=0,13; sd=0,35).
"Route" led to a mean of 0,20 and a standard deviation of 0,35.
During the usage of Multi-Tag Interaction #3 "Information" did not cause any errors (m=0,00;
sd=0,00), carrying out the task "Route" led to one single error (m=0,07; sd=026) and "Send eMail"
caused four errors all related to the above mentioned error of selecting information additionally
(m=0,27; sd=0,46).
The last prototype, Multi-Tag Interaction #4, which caused the least number of errors compared to all other ones, had a mean and standard deviation of 0,00 for "Information". "Route" and
"Send eMail" both led to a mean of 0,07 and a standard deviation of 0,26 each causing exactly one
mistake.
All in all one can say that most errors occurred using the option "Route", which is not surprising since it asks for the longest interaction. "Send eMail" caused the second most errors, followed
by "Information", which only caused very few errors.
Having a look at Anova’s Within-Subjects Effects, no significance can be detected. Therefore
one cannot for sure say that the rating was affected by the independent variables.
At last checking the Pairwise Comparison with Bonferroni Correction for design one cannot
detect any significance. Therefore changing the design does not really effect the number of errors
much, which is also shown by figure 5.21. In contrast Pairwise Comparison for the independent
variable task shows significance for "Information" compared with the other two "Route" and "Send
eMail". Anyway, the comparison of "Route" and "Send eMail" is not significant.
5.4.4

Execution Time

Execution time was recorded by the mobile application. The timer was started automatically during application’s start and stopped after the last interaction step of every possible option ("Information", "Route" or "Send eMail"). The recorded times were stored in the midlet’s RecordStore.
Looking at the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and its Tests of Normality one can see that
some are normally distributed and some not. The normally distributed ones are "Information" and
"Route" using Single-Tag Interaction, "Send eMail" using Multi-Tag Interaction #1. "Information" using Multi-Tag Interaction #2, "Information", "Route" and "Send eMail" using Multi-Tag
Interaction #3 and "Send eMail" using Multi-Tag Interaction #4.
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was also applied. None of the results turned out to be significant.
Consequently the condition of sphericity is met and all conditions are equally related to each other.
Figure 5.22 shows the means and standard deviations for execution time.
Generally one can see that "Route" was the longest task, followed by "Send eMail" and "Information". Furthermore Multi-Tag Interaction #2 turned out to be the slowest prototype, while
Multi-Tag Interaction #4 was the fastest.
In detail, using Single-Tag Interaction led to the following results. "Information" with
m=9970,27 and sd=2772,60, "Route" with m=33293,47 and sd=7580,26 and "Send eMail" with
m=16709,13 and sd=6852,57.
Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and "Information" resulted in m=7913,60 and sd=5095,18, "Route"
resulted in m=22562,40 and sd=10707,40 and "Send eMail" in m=12665,33 and sd=5024,31.
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Figure 5.22: The mean and standard deviation of the execution time for all five prototypes and all
scenarios.

Using Multi-Tag Interaction #2, the numbers for "Information" are m=9823,53 and
sd=2235,87, for "Route" they are m=53102,33 and sd=10710,63 and for "Send eMail" they are
m=18959,27 and sd=7470,22.
Multi-Tag Interaction #3 needed an execution time of m=7369,40 and sd=3978,49 for "Information", m=17389,07 and sd=5731,97 for "Route" and m=14880,47 and sd=7217,15 for "Send
eMail".
The last and fastest prototype, Multi-Tag Interaction #4, led to m=4813,33 and sd=2640,45
for "Information", m=15523,80 and sd=6653,26 for "Route" and m=9450,67 and sd=3862,42 for
"Send eMail".
Having a look at the Within-Subjects Effects of the repeated measure Anova for several independent variables, one realizes that all independent variables, design, task and the combination
of design and task are significant (p<.001). Consequently the results for execution time are very
significantly affected by all independent variables.
Pairwise Comparison with Bonferroni Correction showed that the combination of Single-Tag
Interaction and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 as well as the combination of Multi-Tag Interaction #1
and Multi-Tag Interaction #3 and the combination of Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #4 and last but not least also the combination of Multi-Tag Interaction #3 and Multi-Tag
Interaction #4 are not significant and therefore change between all those pairs does not cause a
huge impact on the results. This is also recognizable when looking at figure 5.22 and the similar
execution times for the above mentioned combinations. In contrast to the independent variable
design, the independent variable task is significant in all cases (p<.000) and therefore changing
the task in anyway has a significant impact on the execution time.
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Keystroke-Level Model
Analog to the previous user study the Keystroke-Level Model [17] was applied to all prototypes
and tasks to get a reference time. This led to the following results.
Looking at figure 5.23, which depicts the calculated and measured execution times for SingleTag Interaction, one can see, that the values are quite similar. Therefore the Keystroke-Level
Model meets the real times very well. The exact times can be seen in figure 5.23.

Figure 5.23: The calculated and measured times for Single-Tag Interaction.
Figure 5.24 shows the calculated time, the measured time and the calculated time with reduced
attention shifts for Multi-Tag Interaction #1. Analog to the first user study one could observe that
during the touching of consecutive tags, e.g. several tags for generating the route, the users carried
out less attention shifts than assumed. Therefore the KLM was calculated again with the reduced
number of attention shifts derived from the results of the user study. While this led to rather good
results in the first user study, the calculated execution time with reduced attention shifts is still
far away from the actual time (see "Route" in figure 5.24). Having a second look on the video
analysis one can detect that many attention shifts are very short. Especially during the creation of
the route. Users shot a very short glance on the mobile device but they did not think longer about
their next interaction step. Generating a route and especially adding more sights to the route seems
to be one "mental act" for the user. But the Keystroke-Level Model requests to place a "mental
act" in front of each macro attention shift. Eliminating those "mental acts", which supposedly take
1,35 seconds each, one gets closer to the actual measured times. Further adjustments, which might
be at order, are adjustments of the "pointing" parameter in the NFC action. Because generating a
route, the user usually knows beforehand where the sights are located and as the user study showed
the physical movement from tag to tag was faster than the assumed "pointing" time of 1 second.
Anyway, with all those adjustments one has to keep in mind that those have not been evaluated
but are mere observations from this certain use case and do only apply to the consecutive touching
of tags, which strongly belong together during the execution of a task. Anyway, independent
from this special use case another reason could be a shorter response time of the mobile device.
The Keystroke-Level Model, as described in [17], was developed using the Nokia 3220 with an
additional NFC shell. Compared to the Nokia 6131 NFC, which was used in all user studies
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described in this thesis, the Nokia 3220 is a very slow device. This might add to the difference
between measured and calculated times in all scenarios, especially those who did not suffer from
the effects caused by consecutive touching of tags.

Figure 5.24: The calculated times, measured times and calculated times with measured attention
shifts for Multi-Tag Interaction #1.
Looking at the values of Multi-Tag Interaction #2 in figure 5.25, one can see that the calculated
and measured times are close together similar to Single-Tag Interaction. Using Multi-Tag Interaction #2 much less tags need to be touched in comparison to the previous Multi-Tag Interaction #1.
This supports the thesis that the calculation for touching tags is the cause for the inaccurate results
using Multi-Tag Interaction #1.
Figure 5.26 shows the calculated time, measured time and calculated time with measured attention shifts for Multi-Tag Interaction #3. Similar to Multi-Tag Interaction #1 the values differ
quite a lot. The possible reasons for that are the same as already mentioned for Multi-Tag Interaction #1. The number of "mental acts" might be to high and the time assumed for "pointing" as
well. Additionally the system response time might be shorter using a newer mobile device than in
the original KLM. Due to the fact that quite a lot of tags need to be touched using this prototype,
these problems might add up and result in the big differences.
The calculated times, measured times and calculated times with measured attention shifts for
Multi-Tag Interaction #4 are depicted in figure 5.27. Once again a big difference between calculated and measured times, especially concerning "Route", can be detected. Again the reasons
might be the already depicted ones like the too high number of "mental acts", a too long assumed
time for "pointing" and the faster mobile device. The results for this prototype also support the
theory that the problems are related to the touching of tags, because the difference between measured and calculated times becomes bigger the more tags have to be touched during the execution.

5.4.5

Verifying the Hypotheses

As stated in section 5.3.1, three hypotheses have been established beforehand. Having analyzed
the dependent variables one can confirm respectively confute them.
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Figure 5.25: The calculated and measured times for Multi-Tag Interaction #2.

Figure 5.26: The calculated times, measured times and calculated times with measured attention
shifts for Multi-Tag Interaction #3.
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Figure 5.27: The calculated times, measured times and calculated times with measured attention
shifts for Multi-Tag Interaction #4.
Hypotheses number one cannot be confirmed completely. Single-Tag Interaction is indeed
comparable slow but Multi-Tag Interaction #2 is even slower.
Consequently hypotheses number two also is confuted. Considering execution time Multi-Tag
Interaction #2 is the slowest prototype. But anyway, except this, the prediction was correct for
the other prototypes. In fact using Multi-Tag Interaction #4 the least errors occurred but all other
prototypes led to about the same amount of errors. Concerning attention shifts the succession from
least attention shifts to most attention shifts is Single-Tag Interaction, Multi-Tag Interaction #2,
Multi-Tag Interaction #4, Multi-Tag Interaction and finally, with the most attention shifts, MultiTag Interaction #3.
The third hypotheses aims at qualitative data, which will be evaluated in more detail later on,
but Multi-Tag Interaction #4 indeed was liked best but was very closely followed by Multi-Tag
Interaction #3.
5.4.6

User Feedback

As already mentioned, beside the quantitive data some qualitative data has been collected with
the help of several questionnaires. On the one hand each participant had to fill out a modified
version of the IBM "Computer System Usability Questionnaire" (see appendix) after the usage of
each prototype, on the other hand there was a closing questionnaire at the end of the user study
to compare all presented prototypes. The goal of the questionnaires is to evaluate the overall
acceptance of the application and the usage of Multi-Tag Interaction.
Modified IBM "Computer System Usability Questionnaire"
The modified version of the IBM "Computer System Usability Questionnaire" consisted only of
eleven questions, which were derived from the nineteen questions of the original questionnaire.
All questions were answered using a Likert scale ranging from -3 to +3 and an option "NA" in
cases where the user did not feel able to answer a question. Furthermore free comment fields for
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positive comments about the prototype as well as for negative comments have been available. At
last there was a comment field for any other remarks or suggestions.
Figure 5.28 shows the results for all eleven questions and all five prototypes.

Figure 5.28: The results of the modified IBM "Computer System Usability Questionnaire".
Being asked how simple the usage of the design was Multi-Tag Interaction #3 got the highest
rating with 2,5 followed closely by Multi-Tag Interaction #4 which got 2,4 and Multi-Tag Interaction #1 with 2,2. Single-Tag Interaction only got a rating of 1,3 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 only
got 0,9.
The second question asked how quickly the user was able to complete his work using the
design. Multi-Tag Interaction #4 was rated as quickest with 2,4, closely followed by Multi-Tag
Interaction #3, which got a rating of 2,3. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 also got a good rating with 1,9,
whereas Single-Tag Interaction scored only 0,8 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 even less with 0,4
Being asked about the efficiency to complete the work using the design, Multi-Tag Interaction
#3 got the highest rating with 2,3. Multi-Tag Interaction #4 followed closely with 2,1 and MultiTag Interaction #1 with 1,8. The ratings for the other two have been pretty low with 0,8 for
Single-Tag Interaction and 0,4 for Multi-Tag Interaction #2.
When asking whether it was easy to learn the usage of the design, the rating was quite good
for all available prototypes, with 2,4 for Multi-Tag Interaction #4, 2,5 for Multi-Tag Interaction #1
and Multi-Tag Interaction #3, 1,9 for Single-Tag Interaction and 1,7 for Multi-Tag Interaction #2.
Becoming productive quickly seems to be true for Multi-Tag Interaction #3 and Multi-Tag
Interaction #4, which both got a rating of 2,3. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 was rated with 1,7. SingleTag Interaction only got 0,9 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 got even less with 0,4.
Recovering from mistakes is supposed to be easy and quick using Multi-Tag Interaction #3,
which got a rating of 1,9, followed by Multi-Tag Interaction #1 with 1,5. Multi-Tag Interaction #4
got 1,1, Multi-Tag Interaction #2 got 1,0 and Single-Tag Interaction only got 0,3.
The organization of the information on the mobile interface is quite clear using Multi-Tag
Interaction #1, which was rated with 2,3. Multi-Tag Interaction #4 got 2,0. closely followed by
Multi-Tag Interaction #3 with 1,4. Single-Tag Interaction got 0,7 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 got
0,6.
Concerning the organization of information on the physical interface all prototypes got good
ratings. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 got 2,3 as well as Multi-Tag Interaction #3. Multi-Tag Interaction
#4 was rated with 2,1, Single-Tag Interaction with 1,8 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with 1,7.
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Asked whether they liked using the interface of the design. Multi-Tag Interaction #3 got the
highest rating with 2,3. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #4 both got a rating of
1,7 whereas Single-Tag Interaction got a rating of only 0,3. Multi-Tag Interaction #2 was detested
by nearly all users and got an overall rating of -0,1.
Only Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #3 more or less seem to have all
expected functions and capabilities and got both a rating of 1,7. Multi-Tag Interaction #4 was
rated with 0,9, Single-Tag Interaction with 0,6 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with 0,5.
At last the users where asked about their overall satisfaction. Multi-Tag Interaction #3 got the
highest rating with 2,2 followed by Multi-Tag Interaction #1 with 1,9 and Multi-Tag Interaction
#4 with 1,8. Single-Tag Interaction only got 0,5 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 even less with 0,1.
Some positive as well as negative comments that have been made concerning all or at least
more than one of the five prototypes.
At first the e-mail functionality was the cause of confusion in many cases. Besides some
problems caused by the implementation like the missing feedback on the mobile device about
which sight one is sending an e-mail, or that there is no possibility to send information about more
than one sight, users generally had a different mental model of the action than the one that was
implemented. They always wanted to add some kind of content to the e-mail e.g. by additionally
touching the information-tag. The idea that the e-mail was generated completely by the mobile
application, without them ever seeing what was sent, led to some discomfort.
The missing option to correct a route by deleting an already selected sight also was criticized
by many users. Using the prototypes one had to start from the beginning if one selected a sight,
which one did not want to be part of the route.
Furthermore users expressed concerns about the fact that they either had only a list of sights or
they had only tags on the map. The first implementation might cause problems for users who do
not know the name of a certain sight but know where it is or how it looks. The second approach
might be time consuming if a user knows the name of the sight but has no idea where the sight is
in Munich and has to search for it on the map. This especially becomes a problem if more than
seven sights are available on the map. Generally one can only place a limited number of sights on
the map.
Some users questioned the start-tag and its benefit for the overall application. They are happy
to start the application on their mobile device. One user generally disliked submenus, which
have been part of all prototypes that did not offer tags for actions. Furthermore the remodeled
checkboxes, which were supposed to act as radio buttons were not enjoyed by all users.
All in all there also have been problems dealing with the NFC technology. Some subjects
needed quite some time until they were able to read a tag on their first try. One user pointed out
that it takes him too long until he gets the information from one tag.
Negative comments about Single-Tag Interaction have been that the usage of NFC is no real
benefit when starting the application is the only feature, which is realized using the NFC technology. Consequently the number of key presses is very high, which might lead to more errors as one
user expected. But this could not be proven by the results of the user study. Furthermore users
complained that the right soft key as well as the middle soft key were used to confirm an action.
Generally there is a very distinct difference. The soft key in the middle was only used when confirming the selection of a radio button. In all other cases the right soft key was used. Anyway, this
caused confusion. Users missed the back function in some cases. After having selected an option
they were forced to go through the whole action. Moreover users pointed out that the benefit of
the map was that one does not have to know the name of a certain sight, but since there are no tags
available at the sights this benefit is kind of lost because at first one has to find out the name on
the map and afterwards has to find the name in the list on the mobile device. Generally navigation
sometimes was said to be uncomfortable and cumbersome, which led to the impression that task
execution took a rather long time, which is true as the user study showed. One user compared it to
sending a text message: "it is terrible but it works". Positively it was mentioned that the user feels
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in control due to the fact that one uses normal, already known functionality of the mobile device.
Using Multi-Tag Interaction #1 negative comments have been that one was forced to look for
the sights on the map, even though this was also mentioned as big advantage. Furthermore creating
a route was confusing for one participant because he had the impression that the selection of the
first sight was done differently than the selection of the additional sights. Of course there have also
been positive comments. Generally it was considered as simple and fast. Some users pointed out
that the physical interaction was applied exactly right by using it to select the tags. Furthermore
it made it really easy to switch between different sights. The fact that actions have been selected
by the usage of the mobile interface and its soft keys gave users an additional feeling of being in
control.
All in all Multi-Tag Interaction #2 was not liked that much by the users and therefore quite
a lot negative comments have been made. They considered the interaction with this prototype
as cumbersome, not intuitive and time consuming. The navigation was confusing because of the
permanent switching between the poster and the mobile device in an unexpected way. Having
selected the sight on the mobile device and seeing the corresponding photo on the mobile device’s
display caused an irritating moment for many users, in which they are wondering what they are
supposed to do next. Some feel that the selection of the action using the submenu on the mobile
device is faster. Generally the images on the map gave the user the impression they could touch
them, although there was no NFC-symbol attached to them. Anyway a positive remark that has
been made was directed at the big area one can touch to select an action. This makes the aiming
easier.
Using Multi-Tag Interaction #3 the users were free to either choose the sight or the action
first. In about 50% of all test cases the user decided to select the action first. All users, who
at least one time selected an action before the object chose to select "Route" before selecting a
sight. In case a user selected the action before the object two times he always choose to select
"Information" and "Route". Four users selected action as first item during all three tasks. Anyway
the switching between different actions was confusing for some users, because if a sight was
previously selected, the sight was combined with the new action even if there has already been
carried out an action with this sight. Still, Multi-Tag Interaction #3 was very much liked by
the participants. They considered it to be easy due to the very limited input with the keypad
and the fact that no additional menus were part of the mobile application. They had the feeling
that they made less mistakes, which is partly true. During the conduction of the user study five
mistakes were made using this prototype. But four of this mistakes were related to the e-mail
functionality, which was confusing and led users to additionally touch the information-tag. This
was not necessary but did not interrupt the workflow, therefore it was not experienced as mistake
by the users. All in all many users claimed to like the freedom of choosing either a sight or an
action as first item.
Multi-Tag Interaction #4 was also quite well accepted by the users. Anyway some negative
remarks have been made. At first, using "Route", some users were confused, which tags they
should select for adding further sights to the route. Actually all tags were possible, because the
mobile application was in the routing mode and therefore only extracted the sight of each tag and
ignored the action. Furthermore some pointed out that the photos of the sights cannot be seen
anymore on the mobile device’s display. But as one pointed out correctly, they still are part of the
tag-enhanced map. At last some users complained that the map contained too many tags, which
was rather confusing because the arrangement was not that clear anymore. Furthermore that led
to the problem that the tags were closer together and therefore the aiming of the mobile device
was harder. But despite the prior mentioned problems the usage of Multi-Tag Interaction #4 is
supposed to be simple, quick, efficient and intuitive.
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Closing Questionnaire
The closing questionnaire (see appendix) aimed at the comparison of the five prototypes.
Therefore in the first question the users have been asked, which prototype they liked best.
Multi-Tag Interaction #4 was named the most (6 users) but Multi-Tag Interaction #3 followed very
closely (5 users). Multi-Tag Interaction #1 was named three times and Single-Tag Interaction was
named by one user, where as Multi-Tag Interaction #2 was never selected. Reasons for choosing
Multi-Tag Interaction #4 have been the easy selection, especially concerning the route and the
fact that one does not need to make a lot of input using the keypad. Furthermore Multi-Tag
Interaction #4 was considered very fast, which also was verified by the user study. Users who
chose Multi-Tag Interaction #3 stated that they considered it to be quick and easy. They liked
the freedom to choose either the action or the sight first and that they did not have to shift their
attention all the time. Furthermore the big areas for choosing the action were remarked positively.
Having chosen Multi-Tag Interaction #1 they stated that they enjoyed selecting the action on the
mobile device because it gives them a feeling of being in control and they considered it to be
fast. Furthermore, especially if many people are standing in front of the map the interaction with
the map is minimized. The last comment was also the reason for one user to choose Single-Tag
Interaction. He feared that it would just not be practical to put up such a map and have more than
one person interact with it at the same time.
The second question asked, which prototype was the least suitable design. Ten participants
(66%) chose Multi-Tag Interaction #2. As reasons they stated that they considered it to be slow,
cumbersome and very unintuitive. Although they were forced to shift their attention in the other
prototypes as well, they were especially bothered by it using this prototype. It just felt wrong to
them to select the sight on the mobile device but the action on the mobile application. Especially
since the sight selection consisted of a long list on the device and wanting to generate a route they
had to undergo this selection process four times. Four people named Single-Tag Interaction as
their least favorite design. They detested that they had to carry out everything using the keypad
and as one stated the "cool technology" is totally lost. Two times Multi-Tag Interaction #4 was
named and one time Multi-Tag Interaction #3. The reason for both was the fact that the users
considered them to have too many tags. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 was not named by anyone.
Being asked which interaction style - on the mobile device, on the tag-enhanced poster, or
a combination of both - they favored. Eight participants preferred interaction with the poster
only. Reasons for that are that it is considered to be easy and quick. It reduces attention shifts
and minimizes input with the help of the keypad but instead offers bigger areas to make one’s
selection. Five participants preferred a combination of tag-enhanced posters and interaction with
the mobile device itself. Advantages that they see in this interaction style are the fact that the poster
does not suffer from information overload and all in all there is more flexibility in designing the
whole application. Two users voted for mobile device only. The reasons were that no additional
knowledge of the NFC technology is necessary and everybody can interact in the usual and known
way. Furthermore more people can use the application at the same time, which might be a problem
if all users want to access the same tags at once.
Multi-Tag Interaction #3 offered two different kind of tags, tags for sights and tags for actions,
which could be combined. In contrast, Multi-Tag Interaction #4 offered three tags for each sight,
which already stored the combined information of sight and action. Being asked, which way
they preferred the users overall are undecided. Eight participants chose the already combined
tags whereas seven users voted for the separate tags, which they have to combine themselves.
Reasons for the combined tags have been that one has to touch less tags and does not have to
remember the order in which they are supposed to be touched. They considered it to be faster
and more clearly arranged because it is evident on the first glance, which options are available.
Users who chose separate tags to be combined preferred that they can make their selection step by
step e.g. choosing a sight first and afterwards deciding which action to perform. Furthermore the
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hierarchical structure reduces the number of tags and therefore it is less confusing.
The next question split the whole interaction in different parts and was asking, which interaction style - using the mobile interface, the poster or both - the user would prefer for carrying
out this part of the interaction. Six people preferred starting the application with the help of the
start-tag on the poster. Five users preferred starting with the mobile device and four did not care
one way or the other. Selecting objects, ten participants preferred the tag-enhanced poster, three
liked both and two wanted to use the mobile application to select them. Concerning the selection
of the actions, it is different. Eight people prefer the selection with the help of the mobile application, four chose the poster and three liked both. Having to combine both, objects and actions,
eight participants would prefer to select everything on the poster, four like both possibilites and
three prefer the mobile device, which actually is a little contradiction concerning the two questions
beforehand, which give the impression that the combination of sights with the help of the poster
and action with the help of the mobile application, consequently a combination using both, is the
preferred choice. Being asked about the final input in an interaction process, e.g. "generate" using
the route, eleven participants want to use the mobile application whereas two voted for the poster
and further two liked both possibilities. Considering correction eleven participants want to carry
them out using the mobile device, two want to use the posters and further two can imagine both.
According to seven participants additional help should be given on the mobile device, five want it
on the poster and three like both solutions.
Being asked how intuitive the combination of objects and action is, users said that it was
mostly good. Different ideas have been given about the placement of some information on the
handling of the prototype and the combination. Some suggested placement on the poster because
there is more space but one could only offer a general information and no hints about the current
status of the application unless a dynamic display is used. Others preferred a hint on the mobile
device’s display directly with every interaction step. Another idea suggested by several users was
the introduction of a tutorial tag, which can be touched in case of questions and offers help on the
mobile device’s screen.
Problems that occurred during the execution of the tasks have been, mainly based on the whole
design of Multi-Tag Interaction #2, which was absolutely not intuitive for the users because the
distribution of actions and objects between the poster and mobile application was confusing. Furthermore the fact that two different buttons were used as "Ok"-buttons using Single-Tag Interaction
was mentioned. In general the usage of the radio buttons was a problem and last but not least, the
rather huge number of tags on some posters, especially using Multi-Tag Interaction #4 caused
information overload for some users.
Suggestions and further comments on the prototypes have been a clear arrangement of the
buttons, especially concerning "Ok". Furthermore the by now often mentioned problem with the
radio buttons should be solved e.g. having to confirm the selection and the highlight, which always
starts at the top and not at the currently selected item. And last but not least, users requested that
the application recognises the tags immediately and not only after having touched the start-tag.
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3rd User Study: GUI Widgets

The goal of the third user study is to refine the first one. Consequently the third user study also
evaluates "Selection" and "Navigation" but the main focus is on "Selection". In the first user study
all selection on the mobile device was based on radio buttons. In this follow up study more GUI
widgets are taken into account.

6.1

Basic Use Case

The use case is derived from online search forms for book searches in libraries. In this case, the
user has a mobile device, the Nokia 6131 NFC, which offers an application, to search for books
by filling out different elements in a form.
The basic use case is shown in figure 6.1. Having started the application a welcome screen with
some basic instructions about the application is presented to the user. Afterwards four sections
have to be filled out. The search parameter consists of the options author, title and keyword.
Afterwards the user is supposed to type in his search phrase into a text field. In the third section
the user needs to choose his desired mediatypes from four options: book, journal, magazine and
CD/DVD. The last section is library where the user is supposed to choose the library in which he
wants to look for the book. Possible options are "Uni-Bibliothek", "Studentenwerks-Bibliothek"
or "Bayrische Staatsbibliothek". After having selected everything the user is supposed to submit
the search and will be presented the search results on his mobile phone’s display.

Figure 6.1: The basic workflow of the tasks belonging to the third user study.
All in all there are three different prototypes, which all offer the possibility to complete the
task. All three consist of a mobile application as well as a tag-enhanced poster whereas the placement of the widgets for selection differs between those prototypes. Sometimes the user carries out
the selection on the mobile device itself, sometimes he needs to physically interact with the poster.
Single-Tag Interaction offers a solution for the task by placing everything, selection as well as
navigation, on the mobile device. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 offers tags for navigation but selection
is still carried out directly on the mobile device. Multi-Tag Interaction #2 places everything on
the tag-enhanced poster meaning selection and navigation is carried out using tags. There is no
prototype for the possible combination of selection on the poster and navigation on the mobile
device, because as already mentioned the focus in this user study is on selection, and both possible distributions for selection using multi-tag interaction are evaluated by the already existing
prototypes. Figure 6.2 shows the distribution of elements on the mobile device and the poster.
6.1.1

Single-Tag Interaction

In figure 6.3 one can see the tag-enhanced poster for Single-Tag Interaction. As already hinted at
by the name of the prototype, there is only one tag to start the application. All further interaction
is carried out directly on the mobile device.
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Figure 6.2: All available combinations of "Navigation" and "Selection" distributed on the mobile
application and the physical interface.

Figure 6.3: The tag-enhanced poster for Single-Tag Interaction consisting of one single tag, which
starts the application.
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The mobile application is depicted in figure 6.4. Having started the application by touching
the tag the user is presented the startscreen (a). After pressing "Ok" he will see a form consisting
of different GUI widgets (b). Search parameter is implemented using a drop-down followed by
a text field for the search phrase. Afterwards checkboxes are used for the mediatype, which of
course makes it possible for the user to select more than one item. The library options are offered
using radio buttons and therefore only one library can be selected. Having filled out everything
the user can press "Submit" and the search results will be presented to him (c).

Figure 6.4: The mobile application belonging to Single-Tag Interaction.

6.1.2

Multi-Tag Interaction #1

The physical interface of Multi-Tag Interaction #1 is shown in figure 6.5. It consists of a starttag, which launches the application. Afterwards the user can jump to the different categories by
touching the tags for search parameter, text field, mediatype and library. The actual selection
for every category will be done using the mobile application. The optical design of the tags for
mediatype, which are surrounded by a square in contrast to the circles around the other tags,
indicates that mediatypes are selected using checkboxes and therefore more than one mediatype
can be selected. Having chosen everything, the submit-tag will submit the search and show the
user the search result.
Figure 6.6 and 6.7 show the mobile application for Multi-Tag Interaction #1. After touching
the start-tag the user sees the startscreen (a) with a short introduction. Touching the different tags
for search parameter, text field, mediatype and library the user will jump to the different screens (b
to e) to select his choice analog to the first prototype. The main difference is that the GUI widgets
are separated on different screens. After each selection, which has to be confirmed by pressing
"Ok", a summary of the already selected items is shown (f). After submitting with the help of the
submit-tag the user gets the search result, which looks exactly the same as in the application for
Single-Tag Interaction, which is depicted in 6.4.
6.1.3

Multi-Tag Interaction #2

The tag-enhanced poster of Multi-Tag Interaction #2, as shown in figure 6.8, offers every selection
as tag as far as possible. The only exception is the text field. Offering 26 tags for every letter to
put in the search phrase does not seem very practicable, therefore the text field tag leads to a text
input field on the mobile device (screen (b) in figure 6.9). Furthermore the tags for mediatype are
surrounded by squares indicating that more than one item can be selected in this category. Analog
to the previous prototype there is a start- as well as a submit-tag.
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Figure 6.5: The tag-enhanced poster for Multi-Tag Interaction #1 consisting of a start-tag, tags for
each category and a submit-tag.

Figure 6.6: The first part of the mobile application belonging to Multi-Tag Interaction #1.
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Figure 6.7: The second part of the mobile application belonging to Multi-Tag Interaction #1.

Figure 6.8: The tag-enhanced poster for Multi-Tag Interaction #2 consisting of a start-tag, tags to
make the selection for each category and a submit-tag.
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Figure 6.9 shows the screens, startscreen, text input and summary, of the mobile application
of Multi-Tag Interaction #2.

Figure 6.9: The mobile application belonging to Multi-Tag Interaction #2.
Corrections are handled differently depending whether only one item can be selected in a
category or more than one. Consequently search parameter and library can be changed just by
touching another tag from the same category. Concerning mediatype the user will add the item to
the previous selected one by touching another one from the same category. To remove an already
selected item, one has to touch the item again.
Feedback, which items are selected, is given on the mobile device’s display, which shows a
summary (c) of all already selected items.
After having touched submit, the search results are presented analog to the previously described prototypes.

6.2

Implementation

Analog to all previous studies the prototypes for the third user study are running on the Nokia
6131 NFC and consist of a mobile application and a tag-enhanced poster. Both will be shortly
described in the following.
6.2.1

The Mobile Application

The only difference concerning the implementation of the third prototype is based on the optical
appearance. Instead of J4ME [7], which was used for the graphical user interface of the previous
prototypes, the basic Java ME is used for the optical appearance of this application. This is decided
even though this results in the fact that one is limited in the placement of the soft keys. The goal
of this user study is to test different GUI widgets, like drop downs or checkboxes, and Java ME
offers more GUI widgets than J4ME.
All in all four different widgets are tested with the prototype. The option search parameter is implemented using a ChoiceGroup with the choiceType Choice.POPUP, which leads to
a drop down or combo box. The second GUI widget is a text field, which is intended for the
search phrase. The option mediatype is created using a ChoiceGroup with the choiceType
Choice.MULTIPLE offering checkboxes for all available mediatypes. The last GUI widget are
radio buttons for the option library, which are also implemented using a ChoiceGroup with the
choiceType Choice.EXCLUSIVE.
As already stated, the only change concerning technical aspects is the switch to Java ME for the
GUI. Consequently all necessary methods concerning NFC interaction are part of the prototype,
too, as well as the basic Java ME structure for the remaining program logic.
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The NFC-Enhanced Poster

Concerning the tag-enhanced poster, there is no technical difference compared to the previous
ones described in 4.2.2 and 5.2.2.
The posters are enhanced with Mifare Standard 1k NFC tags. They either support the PushRegistry and act as start-tag or they just contain plain text, which can be read by the application.

6.3

User Study Design

The third user study refines the first user study and once again evaluates the multi-tag interaction
categories "Selection" and "Navigation" but with the focus on selection with the help of GUI
widgets. Still the goal of the evaluation is to find out, which distribution of information, on the
mobile device or the physical interface, is the most enjoyable, error tolerant and efficient.
6.3.1

Experimental Design

In the following some thoughts on the basic design of the user study will be presented.
Hypotheses
The following hypotheses have been established before carrying out the user study.
• H1: Single-tag interaction is slower compared to all designs for multi-tag interaction.
• H2: Performance regarding task completion time and number of errors improves from
single-tag interaction to multi-tag interaction in the following order: Single-Tag Interaction,
Multi-Tag Interaction #1, Multi-Tag Interaction #2
Independent Variables
Two independent variables are tested in this user study: design and task complexity.
Design consists of three levels, the three prototypes, Single-Tag Interaction, Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2, which already have been described in detail in section
6.1.
The second independent variable is task complexity and consists of two levels, low task complexity and high task complexity. Those two levels are represented by the following two scenarios,
which all participants have to carry out with every prototype.
1. Low task complexity:
You want to find the book "Java ist auch eine Insel" with the help of the application
"LibrarySearch". In the following you type into the search form.
• Search parameter: Keyword
• Text field: Java
• Mediatype: Book & CD/DVD
• Library: Studentenwerks-Bibliothek
2. High task complexity:
You want to find the book "Java ist auch eine Insel" with the help of the application
"LibrarySearch". In the following you type into the search form.
• Search parameter: Keyword
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• Text field: Java
• Mediatype: Book & CD/DVD
• Library: Studentenwerks-Bibliothek
Before you submit your search you are modifying your search as follows:
• Search parameter: Title
• Mediatype: Book
• Library: Uni Bibliothek
Dependent Variables
The third user study measures exactly the same independent variables as the first two: execution
time, number and kind of errors and number of attention shifts.
Execution time is automatically measured by a timer, which is implemented in the mobile
application and stores everything in the RecordStore.
Additionally, analog to both previous studies, the execution of the user study is taped on video
for an afterward video analysis, which offers the possibility to count the attention shifts as well as
refining the notes about errors or additional comments of the users, which are already made during
the actual execution of the study.
Latin Square
Once again the study was based on a within subjects or repeated measures experimental design
[10] including all advantages and disadvantages as described in 4.3.1. Consequently a latin square
design was used as basis of this user study. The whole study is based on a multivariate design with
two independent variables: design and task complexity.
The latin square for the variable design, which has three levels, is depicted in figure 6.10. The
three levels are of course the three prototypes Single-Tag Interaction, Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and
Multi-Tag Interaction #2.

Figure 6.10: Latin square for the independent variable design.
The second variable, task complexity, only has two levels, low and high task complexity.
Therefore those two conditions will be alternated. Hence figure 6.11 shows the combination of
the two independent variables for the first participant. He is supposed to start with Single-Tag
Interaction and low task complexity, followed by high task complexity and afterwards moves on
to Multi-Tag Interaction #1.
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Figure 6.11: Latin square for the first participant.

6.3.2

Conducting the User Study

Due to the fact, that this user study was conducted together with the second user study, the same
fifteen participants took part. Since fifteen is divisible by three, this fits perfectly with the latin
square design.
Analog to the previous two user studies, after having been asked for the permission to record
the user study on tape, the participant is asked to fill out the demographic questionnaire (see
appendix), which asks for some basic data and technical background.
Afterwards the user will carry out all tasks with all prototypes in the latin square required
order. Generally at first the user gets a short introduction and has the possibility to try out the
features of the prototype before conducting the actual task.
Following, after having finished all tasks with one prototype, he is asked to fill out the modified
IBM "Computer System Usability Questionnaire" (see appendix). Afterwards he is supposed to go
on with the next prototype until he finishes all three and is asked to fill out the closing questionnaire
(see appendix), which compares all presented prototypes.
Figure 6.12 gives some impressions from the conduction of the second user study.

Figure 6.12: Conducting the user study. Subjects using the prototype Multi-Tag Interaction #1 and
typing "Java" into the text field, submitting the search and filling out the modified IBM questionnaire.
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Analog to the two previous user studies, all collected data concerning the dependent variables,
attention shifts, errors and execution time is evaluated using SPSS [9]. Kolmogorov-Smirnov
is used for the analysis of the normal distribution. Furthermore a repeated measure Anova is
executed. Finally all qualitative data is summarized.
6.4.1

Demographics and Technical Background

The second user study was executed together with this user study. Meaning the same participants
had to test both prototypes, MunichCityGuide and LibrarySearch. To eliminate learning effects,
the order of the prototypes was alternated, some starting with MunichCityGuide and some with
LibrarySearch.
Anyhow, since the participants have been the same, concerning demographics and technical
background everything stated in section 5.4.1 also applies to this user study.
6.4.2

Attention Shifts

Analog to the previous two user studies only macro attention shifts between the mobile device and
the physical interface are evaluated by using video analysis.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov shows in its Test of Normality that, as far as one is able to apply
it, the results are not normally distributed because all significance values are below 0,05. Once
again the test cannot be applied to all tasks, which caused a constant number of attention shifts
throughout all participants.
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity could not be applied to the independent variable task complexity
because task complexity consists only of two levels and Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity can only be
applied to variables, which offer at least three levels. Anyway, for the independent variable design
and the combination of design and task complexity the test turned out significant. Consequently
the condition of sphericity is not met and some conditions are more related than others.
Figure 6.13 shows all means and standard deviations for the three prototypes and both tasks.
Single-Tag Interaction, as usual, only caused one attention shift from every user (m=1,00; sd=0,00)
independent of the task.
Multi-Tag Interaction #1 was supposed to lead to a constant number of attention shifts, too, but
due to some errors this was not achieved for high task complexity (m=16,27; sd=0,70), whereas
low task complexity caused a constant number (m=10,00; sd=0,00).
Using Multi-Tag Interaction #2, a series of tags had to be touched without any necessary
interaction on the mobile interface. This leads to a different number of attention shifts concerning
different users. Low task complexity has a mean of 8,00 and a standard deviation of 1,31 whereas
high task complexity has a mean of 11,87 and a standard deviation of 3,34.
Having a look at the Within-Subjects Effects all values for all variables are highly significant
(p<.001). Therefore a change of the independent variables has a significant effect on the number
of attention shifts.
Pairwise Comparison with Bonferroni Correction of the Anova is significant (p<.001) for both
independent variables, design as well as task complexity.
6.4.3

Errors

Similar to the previous two user studies, only very few errors occurred during the execution of the
tasks. Once again the reason might be that all users spent some time to familiarize themselves with
the application beforehand. Figure 6.14 shows the mean and standard deviation for all prototypes
and all tasks.
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Figure 6.13: The mean and standard deviation of the attention shifts for all three prototypes and
all scenarios.

Figure 6.14: The mean and standard deviation of the errors for all three prototypes and all scenarios.
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Having a look at the Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s Test of Normality all variables that could be taken
into account are highly significant (p<.001). Therefore no normal distribution can be detected.
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity shows no significance for design or the combination of design
and task complexity. Consequently the condition of sphericity is not met. Task complexity alone
cannot be evaluated by Mauchly’s Test because this independent variable only has two levels.
Using Single-Tag Interaction all errors that occurred where due to the drop down. About one
third of all participants had problems using it at the beginning. They did not know how to get the
list of items and tried the arrow down button instead of the soft key in the middle, even though
they all had time beforehand to test everything and were told how to use it. For both tasks, low
and high complexity the mean is 0,13 and the standard deviation is 0,35.
Problems, while interacting with Multi-Tag Interaction #1, were either caused by the usage of
the drop down, too, or by the fact that users had to press "Ok" after each selection and forgot about
that. This led to a mean of 0,13 and a standard deviation of 0,35 for low task complexity and a
mean of 0,27 and a standard deviation of 0,46 for high task complexity.
Using Multi-Tag Interaction #2 no errors occurred carrying out the task with low complexity
(m=0,00; sd=0,00). Except one user, who forgot to touch the start tag, all errors during the task
with high complexity were related to the section mediatype, which offered the user the option to
select more than one item. Therefore the removal of an already selected item, as requested in the
high complexity task, was implemented by touching the item again, which one wants to remove.
In contrast to all other fields, where only one item could be selected and removal was implemented
by touching the other desired tag. This led to a lot of confusion by the users although they were
told about this beforehand (m=0,47; sd=0,52).
The test of Within-Subjects Effects shows significance for the independent variable task complexity. Therefore task complexity had an effect on the number of errors, whereas there is no
proven effect concerning the variable design or the combination of design and task complexity.
At last Pairwise Comparison with Bonferroni Correction shows no significance for all combinations of design, but, in unison to the Within-Subjects Effects, a change between low and high
task complexity is significant and therefore has an influence on the number of errors.
6.4.4

Execution Time

Similar to the previous two user studies, the execution time has been recorded by the application
itself, starting with the launch of the application and ending as soon as the search results are
displayed on the mobile device.
Having a look at the Tests of Normality of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, only one test case,
Single-Tag Interaction with low task complexity, shows significance. All other combinations of
design and task complexity are therefore normally distributed.
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity is not applicable to the independent variable task complexity
because it only has two levels. The independent variable design is significant. Consequently the
condition of sphericity is not met and some conditions are more related than others. In contrast
the combination of design and task complexity is not significant and therefore the condition of
sphericity is met.
Figure 6.15 shows the means and standard deviations for all three prototypes and both task
complexities.
In detail Single-Tag Interaction with low task complexity caused an execution time with
m=25874,00 and sd=8769,37, whereas high task complexity caused m=37396,00 and sd=8796,40.
Multi-Tag Interaction #1 had m=38701,53 and sd=13616,57 for low task complexity and
m=55681,20 and sd=14359,11 for high task complexity. Consequently Multi-Tag Interaction #1
was the slowest prototype.
Executing the tasks using Multi-Tag Interaction #2 led to m=24257,87 and sd=6438,03 for low
task complexity and m=41446,87 and sd=10891,74 for high task complexity.
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Figure 6.15: The mean and standard deviation of the execution time for all three prototypes and
all scenarios.
Having a look at the Test of Within-Subjects Effects of the repeated measure Anova for several
independent variables, one can see that both independent variables design and task complexity
are significant whereas the combination of both is not significant. Consequently the individual
independent variables affected the execution time.
Pairwise Comparison with Bonferroni Correction shows no significance for the combination of
Single-Tag Interaction and Multi-Tag Interaction #2. All other design combinations are significant
and therefore the interchange of those designs caused an effect. Pairwise Comparison for the
independent variable task complexity shows significance (p<.000), hence the different levels of
the independent variable task complexity have an impact on the execution time.
Keystroke-Level Model
As already known from the previous two user studies the Keystroke-Level Model [17] has been
applied to all scenarios and all prototypes.
Figure 6.16 depicts the results for Single-Tag Interaction. As one can see calculated times and
measured times are very close together.
In contrast to Single-Tag Interaction figure 6.17 shows that the results of calculated times and
measured times for Multi-Tag Interaction #1 are rather far apart. The same assumptions as in 5.4.4
apply here, too. Attention shifts often have been very short, as the video analysis shows. Therefore
having to add a "mental act" (1,35s) before every macro attention shift (0,36s) might be part of
the reason. Furthermore, due to the very linear layout of the poster, the user probably is faster
in pointing than assumed with 1 second. Furthermore the Keystroke-Level Model was based on
the older and therefore slower Nokia 3220, which also might have led to a shorter response time
in this study. Anyway all these are only assumptions and to ensure those there would be a more
detailed evaluation at order.
Figure 6.18 shows the measured and calculated times as well as the calculated times with
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Figure 6.16: The calculated and measured times for Single-Tag Interaction.

Figure 6.17: The calculated and measured times for Multi-Tag Interaction #1.
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measured attention shifts for Multi-Tag Interaction #2. Similar to the first user study the users,
using Multi-Tag Interaction #2, carried out less attention shifts than assumed. Anyway, even after
the reduction of the attention shifts the model leads to a too long execution time. The same reasons
as explained for Multi-Tag Interaction #1 can be given here, too. Generally as one can see looking
at all three prototypes one can say that the time difference gets bigger as the number of tags is
increased. Therefore, although everything else are only assumptions, one can be pretty sure that
the failure of the Keystroke-Level Model is based on the NFC interaction.

Figure 6.18: The calculated times, measured times and calculated times with measured attention
shifts for Multi-Tag Interaction #2.

6.4.5

Verifying the Hypotheses

Having evaluated the dependent variables the beforehand established hypotheses can be rechecked.
The first hypotheses expected Single-Tag Interaction to be the slowest prototype. But in fact
Multi-Tag Interaction #1 was the slowest prototype during this user study.
Consequently concerning execution time the second hypotheses has to be confuted. MultiTag Interaction #2 turned out to be the fastest, followed by Single-Tag Interaction. Multi-Tag
Interaction #1 is considerable slower than the other two. Considering attention shifts the order is as
follows: Multi-Tag Interaction #1 with the most attention shifts followed by Multi-Tag Interaction
#2 and Single-Tag Interaction. Errors occurred very few but some with every prototype. The
only conspicuousness is high task complexity using Multi-Tag Interaction #2, which was due to
problems changing the mediatype.
6.4.6

User Feedback

Qualitative data has been collected in the third user study, too. The same modified IBM "Computer
System Usability Questionnaire" (see appendix) as in the second user study was used after each
prototype. Furthermore in the end a comparing questionnaire was presented.
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Modified IBM "Computer System Usability Questionnaire"
The modified IBM "Computer System Usability Questionnaire", as already stated, consisted of
eleven questions, all rated with a Likert scale from -3 to +3, and some free comment fields.
Figure 6.19 shows the results for all eleven questions and all three prototypes.

Figure 6.19: The results of the modified IBM "Computer System Usability Questionnaire".
Being asked how simple the usage of the design is, Single-Tag Interaction and Multi-Tag
Interaction #2 both got a rating of 2,2 whereas Multi-Tag Interaction #1 only got 0,8.
Completing the work quickly was possible using Multi-Tag Interaction #2 (2,0) and Single-Tag
Interaction (1,9) but Multi-Tag Interaction #1 was not really successful in this category (0,5).
Being asked about the efficiency to complete a task, Single-Tag Interaction scored 2,0 closely
followed by Multi-Tag Interaction #2 (1,9). Multi-Tag Interaction #1 does not support efficiency
very good (0,5).
Learnability was quite good for all prototypes. Single-Tag Interaction was rated with 2,5.
Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with 2,4 and Multi-Tag Interaction #1 with at least 1,5.
Becoming productive quickly was possible with Single-Tag Interaction and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 (both 2,1). Multi-Tag Interaction #1 only was rated with only 0,2.
Recovering from mistakes was easy using Single-Tag Interaction and Multi-Tag Interaction #2
(both 1,9). Using Multi-Tag Interaction #1, recovering from a problem was mediocre (1,0).
The organisation of the information on the mobile interface was rated with 1,7 for both SingleTag Interaction and Multi-Tag Interaction #2. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 was rated with 0,6.
The organisation of information on the physical interface was pretty clear in every prototype.
Actually this is the only category where Multi-Tag Interaction #1 did not get the lowest rating.
Single-Tag Interaction was rated with 2,2, Multi-Tag Interaction #1 with 1,7 and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with 1,5.
Being asked about how much they like using the interface, all three prototypes did not do very
well. Multi-Tag Interaction #2 got the highest rating with 1,5 followed by Single-Tag Interaction
with 1,0. Multi-Tag Interaction #1 was actually quite detested (-0,4).
Asking whether the design had all functions and capabilities one expected, Single-Tag Interaction scored 1,4, closely followed by Multi-Tag Interaction #2 with 1,3. Multi-Tag Interaction #1
only scored 0,6
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The overall satisfaction was mediocre all in all. Multi-Tag Interaction #2 was rated with 1,7,
while Single-Tag Interaction was rated with 1,5. Very unsatisfying was the usage of Multi-Tag
Interaction #1 with only 0,1.
Besides the Likert scale based ratings, users stated their opinion in free comments for negative
as well as positive feedback on each prototype.
Generally speaking the users were indifferent about the haptic feedback. Some really liked
it, while others felt disturbed by it or even considered it to be a hint about a mistake. A possible
solution would be to offer haptic feedback as an option, which can be turned on or off. Some users
missed T9 (text on 9 keys) when having to type into the text field. Other general suggestions have
been that one could show the availability of a medium in the search results. Furthermore some
users had problems using NFC. One user thought he is supposed to keep the mobile device close
to the tag the whole time. Another one felt not comfortable having to come so close to the poster
with his mobile device.
Using Single-Tag Interaction, users remarked that it could become very cumbersome if the
form one is supposed to fill out is longer and more scrolling is necessary. Furthermore one has to
deal with the keypad and small display of the mobile device quite a lot. Moreover users stated that
the mobile interface was not always clear to them e.g. the "blank line" is not necessarily interpreted
as text field. Besides many subjects did not like the start-tag in this prototype because it does not
add a real benefit to the overall application. Positive remarks about Single-Tag Interaction have
been that all in all the application is similar to the one they knew from the internet and therefore
one is already familiar with it and sees on the first glance all available functions. This led to a quick
and easy handling. Furthermore, due to the fact that one does not need any tags, the application is
always and everywhere available.
About the usage of Multi-Tag Interaction #1 the following feedback has been given. The
strongest point of criticism was the permanent switching between the mobile interface and the
physical interface. Furthermore after each input parameter the user had to confirm the selection
with the right soft key labeled "Ok", which was annoying to the users. Some users were confused
about the way they are able change information that they have already input. Submitting the search
request with the help of a tag did not appear to be intuitive. Further suggestions concerning the
mobile interface have been to combine search parameter and text field on one screen. Additionally users expected radio buttons instead of the drop down when selecting the search parameter.
Anyway, users still considered the design to be fast and comprehensible. Furthermore the linear
arrangement of the tags on the poster is supposed to be a clear arrangement.
Using Multi-Tag Interaction #2, the handling of the application was not always intuitive. Problems have been the confirmation of the text field with "Ok" and especially with correcting previously made input. Generally the difference of radio buttons and checkboxes was not clear to the
users although they were graphically represented by circles and squares. The suggestion was to
work with colors because this would be more obvious. Further problems with correction have been
that one user thought he needs to start at the beginning with the start-tag to carry out correction.
Others found it confusing that they could change the search parameter without changing the text
field. Moreover one user would have preferred to input text with the help of a poster e.g. with
26 tags for the letters. Generally a manual was missing one user complained. Nonetheless the
workflow was considered to be very fast. The fact that there are less attention shifts necessary
than with Multi-Tag Interaction #1 was positively noted, too.
Closing Questionnaire
Similar to the previous two user studies, the users were asked to fill out a closing questionnaire in
the end, which asked them for the comparison of the presented prototypes.
Being asked, which prototype they considered to be the best for the given tasks, the users were
undecided between Single-Tag Interaction (7 votes) and Multi-Tag Interaction #2 (8 votes). Rea99
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sons for Single-Tag Interaction have been that it is similar to the already known online forms, that
it is accessible everywhere because one does not need any tags, since the start-tag can be replaced
by a normal start of the application with the help of the mobile devices menu. Furthermore using
tag-enhanced posters could lead to many users wanting to use them but not all can access the tags
at the same time. Moreover there is no necessity for attention shifts. Reasons for choosing MultiTag Interaction #2 have been that it appears to be a fast interaction style, all options are available
on the first glance without navigating through a menu and one does not have to type in a lot using
the keypad. One user simple stated "it’s fun". Multi-Tag Interaction #1 was not chosen at all.
The least preferred design is Multi-Tag Interaction #1 (11 votes). Multi-Tag Interaction #2 (2
votes) and Single-Tag Interaction (1 vote) are only disliked by very few people. Reasons for MultiTag Interaction #1 not to come off well have been the permanent switching between the mobile
and the physical interface, which also caused a longer execution time and a more cumbersome
error correction. Furthermore the confirmation with "Ok" appeared to be annoying.
Asking the users, which interaction style - mobile interface only, tag-enhanced poster only or a
combination of both - they generally preferred for this task, nine participants stated tag-enhanced
posters as their favorite. Five preferred interaction with the mobile interface only and one person
liked the combination of both. Reasons for the tag-enhanced posters have been that they offer a
good overview over all options. Furthermore using only or at least mainly the poster, the number
of attention shifts is greatly reduced. Generally the users have the impression of being faster using
the tags and they liked that the number of key presses is greatly reduced. And some users stated
that it is just fun using the technology. Arguments for the exclusive use of the mobile interface have
been that there is always at least some input, which has to be done using the mobile interface and
therefore, to reduce attention shifts one can execute everything directly using the mobile interface.
Another big advantage of the solely usage of the mobile interface is that the application can be
used everywhere and is not tied to tags. At last for some users, this interaction style appeared to
be the fastest.
The tag-enhanced posters used circles and squares to indicate the difference between radio
buttons and checkboxes. Users have been asked whether they recognized that. From all fifteen
users only one person noticed that. Although some admitted that it is quite understandable once
knowing but they just did not see it while using the application. Suggestions for improvements,
which have been given are that other tags, which do not represent radio buttons should not be
circled as well. Further improvements can be made by using colors to distinguish the different
widgets. Additionally one can use clearer symbols e.g. not only circles and squares but graphically
show radio buttons and checkboxes.
In the following, the users have been asked about distinct parts of the whole application and
whether they want to carry them out by using the mobile interface, the physical interface or both.
Starting the application was favored by eight participants with the help of the tag-enhanced poster.
Five participants did not care one way or the other and two would prefer starting with the help
of the mobile device only. Navigation, e.g. switching between the different search options, also
should be carried out using the poster according to eight users, four would prefer interaction with
the mobile interface and three liked both. Being asked where to select the different options of one
category six people voted for poster as well as for mobile interface whereas three people liked
both possibilites. Submitting the search request can be done using both, the poster as well as
the mobile interface according to seven participants. Five participants voted for the poster and
only three for the mobile application, which is surprising because in the two previous user studies
users preferred to carry out the last step using the keypad because it gives them a feeling of being
in control. Maybe the reason is that searching for a book does not seem that crucial as other
use cases. Summaries are preferred to be shown on the mobile interface by eight subjects. Five
would like to see it on the physical interface and one person does not care one way or the other.
Correction of errors should be done using the physical interface according to six users. Further
six users do not mind whether to use the physical or the mobile interface whereas three prefer the
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mobile interface. Help should be given on the tag-enhanced poster according to nine participants.
Five would like to get help using the mobile interface and one person likes both ideas.
Generally the interaction between mobile device and tag-enhanced poster was intuitive for the
users. Concerning the provision of help there have been given different suggestions. According
to one user, depending on the focus of the application, either on the mobile application or on the
tag-enhanced poster, the information should be provided. Others had strong feelings for either the
mobile interface or the tag-enhanced poster to be the better place for information. One probably
can say that it depends on the person, which way is preferred and a possible solution would be to
offer both. Other suggestions have been to offer a tutorial tag, which takes the user through the
whole application step-by-step.
Problems that user stated have been general problems reading the tags, the permanent attention
shifts between poster and mobile interface, the different handling concerning correction of radio
buttons and checkboxes and the confirmation with "Ok", which has often been forgotten.
Suggestions for improvements have been to replace the drop down with radio buttons because
they are easier to handle, the text field should be labeled and text input should also be possible
with the help of the poster. Furthermore some users would prefer audio feedback instead of haptic
feedback.
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Conclusion

This thesis evaluated the design and distribution of physical and mobile interfaces for multi-tag
interaction. After evaluating different related work, a categorisation for multi-tag interaction was
given. In the following, three of those categories have been evaluated in three different user studies.
Based on these user studies some results can be summarized. In general users are open minded
regarding physical mobile interaction based on NFC. They describe it as a fun technology, which
they enjoy using. Anyway some important aspects have to be kept in mind when developing such
an application.
Evaluating "Navigation" and "Selection" with the help of a menu, which supported ordering
different meals for different courses, the following most important results should be kept in mind.
It turns out to be not very handy to use physical mobile interaction for navigation only, because
this leads to a high number of attention shifts, which is not very enjoyed by the users. Navigation
with the help of the mobile interface only does not seem that cumbersome to justify the high
amount of attention shifts. In contrast offering selection as physical mobile interaction can be
declared as huge success. Execution time decreases when doing so, especially if a lot of items are
offered to choose from. Furthermore, even though navigation only does not offer any benefit, the
combination of selection and navigation transfered to the physical interface turned out to be the
fastes approach, led to the least attention shifts disregarding single-tag interaction and achieved
the best ratings concerning qualitative data. Generally users prefer high freedom in the order of the
execution of a task. They want to feel in control instead of feeling controlled by the application.
During the second user study, dealing with the category "Combination of Information", one
could observe that combining different information, like in this case sights and actions, execution
time is best when doing this completely with the help of tags. The usage of combined tags,
meaning one tag already contains the combination of a sight and an action, turned out to be the
fastest solution. But using a combination of two tags, one for the sight and one for the action, is
only slightly slower. In comparison all prototypes that required the user to select at least one item
using the mobile interface turned out to be significantly slower. Also qualitative data provided by
the subjects emphasized this and their preference of combining information with the help of tags
and the physical interface instead of the mobile interface. This is once again based on the higher
freedom during the execution of the task and consequently less forced attention shifts.
The third user study, which refined the evaluation of "Navigation" and "Selection" with the
help of GUI widgets, pointed out the importance of a clearly designed physical interface. The
distinction and consequently different handling of tags representing checkboxes and radio buttons
has not been clear to most participants. The problem is that the physical interaction of touching a
tag is always the same but the mental model needs to differ. This has to be made really clear to
the user by means of the the design of the physical interface. Using circles and squares as done
in this user study seems not to be enough. This user study demonstrates that multi-tag interaction
is not necessarily the best solution for every use case. Although the prototype, which combined
navigation and selection on the physical interface, was enjoyed by the participants, Single-Tag
Interaction was also very much liked. This observation was also supported by the evaluation of
the quantitative data, which also attested good results to Single-Tag Interaction.
Consequently, having a look at all three user studies and all prototypes, some general results
concerning physical mobile interaction and especially multi-tag interaction can be summarized.
A good layout of tags is important. Otherwise single-tag applications - which also work with
no tag at all, by starting them with the help of the mobile device’s menu - should not be underestimated because they have not been the slowest and worst prototypes during all studies. As stated,
using NFC-tags for navigation only is proven to be problematic because a lot of attention shifts
are caused by that whilst not adding this much additional features to the application. In general, it
seems advisable to either put the main focus on the mobile interface or on the physical interface
but avoid permanent switches between those two.
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Furthermore it is of upmost importance to make clear how each tag works. Whenever an
application uses tags in different contexts it is important to clearly point that out to the user.
Anyway users like to have huge freedom during the usage of an application. They enjoy the
feeling of being in control. This is especially important while carrying out more crucial tasks
like submitting an order. They prefer using a key press instead of a tag, because they have the
impression that a key cannot that easily be pressed accidentally in comparison to touching a tag
by accident.
A further general request concerning all applications was not having to explicitly start the
applications with the help of a start-tag. Instead, by touching any tag, the mobile device should
be able to recognize, which application is supposed to be started. This would reduce the overall
interaction of one step and offer a faster access to the actual information, which can be acquired
by the application.
Help and information on the usage of NFC is very important and should be easily accesible as
well as the possibility to correct already given input.
All in all there is a lot of potential in this kind of interaction, but some further investigation will
be needed in various fields. Beside the not yet tested fourth category "Mapping" other research
areas can be imagined.
All prototypes shown in this thesis offer either the possibility to process something with the
help of a mobile or a physical interface. Offering a prototype, which supports both in one single application would for sure present interesting results concerning the user’s decision. Which
steps will be carried out using the mobile interface, which will be carried out using the physical
interface? Although this of course has been part of the evaluation, not all single interaction steps
throughout one use case have been presented in both ways.
Moreover help was mainly provided by the investigator. Only very few and very limited information about the usage was given on the application’s interface. Suggestions given by the
users range from textual explanations on the physical interface, feedback on the mobile device to
tutorial-tags, which can be touched, but none of this has been investigated more closly.
All in all, this thesis gives a preliminary categorisation for multi-tag interaction, some general hints on usability related topics concerning interaction with tags and a more detailed insight
concerning the distribution of the interface. But the correctness of this division, and concrete
applications following these guidelines, have to establish themselves in the future.
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Contents of enclosed CD
1. 1. User Study
• Application
• Evaluation
• Poster
• SPSS
2. 2. User Study
• Application
• Evaluation
• Poster
• SPSS
3. 3. User Study
• Application
• Evaluation
• Poster
• SPSS
4. Related Work
• Paper
• Websites
5. Speeches
6. Thesis
• Diplomarbeit.pdf
• Latex
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Appendix
1. First User Study: Navigation and Selection
• Demographic Questionnaire (also applicable for the 2. and 3. user study)
• IBM Questionnaire
• Closing Questionnaire
• SPSS Output (only relevant tables)
2. Second User Study: Action and Objects
• Modified IBM Questionnaire (also applicable for 3. user study)
• Closing Questionnaire
• SPSS Output (only relevant tables)
3. Third User Study: GUI Widgets
• Closing Questionnaire
• SPSS Output (only relevant tables)
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First User Study: Navigation and Selection
• Demographic Questionnaire (also applicable for the 2. and 3. userstudy)
• IBM Questionnaire
• Closing Questionnaire
• SPSS Output (only relevant tables)
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Demographie-Fragebogen
Teilnehmer: ________
1. Demographie
Geschlecht:

männlich 

weiblich 

Alter: ______
Studienrichtung/Beruf: _________________________________

2.

Technisches Vorwissen
Besitzen Sie selbst ein mobiles Gerät (Handy, PDA,...)?
ja 

nein 

Wenn ja, seit wie vielen Jahren? ________

Wie würden Sie selbst Ihre Erfahrung mit mobilen Geräten einschätzen?
sehr wenig erfahren      sehr erfahren

Wie würden Sie selbst Ihr allgemeines technisches Verständnis einschätzen?
sehr schlecht      sehr gut

Haben Sie den Begriff RFID oder NFC schon mal gehört?
ja 

nein 

Haben Sie bereits an einer Nutzerstudie zum Thema RFID/NFC teilgenommen?
ja 

nein 
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Abschluss-Fragebogen
Teilnehmer: ________

1. Welches Design war für die Durchführung der Aufgabe insgesamt am besten geeignet?
O Single-Tag Interaction
O Multi-Tag Interaction 1 (Kategorien und Aktionen auf dem Poster)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 2 (Optionen auf dem Poster)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 3 (komplette Interaktion über das Poster)

Warum? Welche Vorteile hat dieses Design?

2. Welches Design war für die Durchführung der Aufgabe insgesamt am wenigsten
geeignet?
O Single-Tag Interaction
O Multi-Tag Interaction 1 (Kategorien und Aktionen auf dem Poster)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 2 (Optionen auf dem Poster)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 3 (komplette Interaktion über das Poster)

Warum? Welche Nachteile hat dieses Design?

3. Welche Art der Interaktion bevorzugen Sie für die Durchführung der Aufgabe?
O Auf dem Handy (Interaktion mit regulären Handy-Interfaces)
O Auf dem Poster (Interaktion durch Berühren von Tags)
O Auf beiden (z.B. Berühren eines Tags auf dem Poster öffnet Liste auf Handy)

Warum? Welche Vorteile hat dieses Design?

4. Welche Art der Interaktion (auf dem Handy, auf dem Poster oder auf beidem) ist für
folgende Teile der Anwendung am besten geeignet?
•

Starten der Anwendung =>

•

Navigation (Wechsel zwischen den einzelnen Kategorien) =>

•

Auswahl einzelner Optionen =>

•

Ausführen von Aktionen (z.B. submit) =>

•

Gesamtübersicht, Zusammenfassung =>

•

Korrektur von Fehlern =>

•

Hinweise und Hilfe zur Bedienung des Systems =>

5. Wie möchten Sie bei der Durchführung der Aufgabe geführt werden?
O Vom Handy (legt jeweils nächsten Schritt der Interaktion fest)
O Vom Poster (visuelle Hinweise zur Interaktion)
O Keine Führung, freie Interaktion mit dem Poster

6. Bei welchem Design traten Schwierigkeiten auf? Welche?

7. Verbesserungsvorschläge oder Kommentare zu den einzelnen Designs?

Attention Shifts
Kolmogorov-Smirnov

ANOVA

Errors
Kolmogorov-Smirnov

ANOVA

Execution Time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov

ANOVA

Second User Study: Action and Objects
• Modified IBM Questionnaire (also applicable for 3. user study)
• Closing Questionnaire
• SPSS Output (only relevant tables)
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Munich City Guide - Abschluss-Fragebogen
Teilnehmer: ________

1. Welches Design war für die Durchführung der Aufgabe insgesamt am besten geeignet?
O Single-Tag Interaction
O Multi-Tag Interaction 1 (Sehenswürdigkeiten als tags, Aktionen auf dem Handy)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 2 (Sehenswürdigkeiten auf dem Handy, Aktionen als tags)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 3 (Sehenswürdigkeiten und Aktionen als separate tags)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 4 (Sehenswürdigkeiten und Aktionen als kombinierte tags)

Warum? Welche Vorteile hat dieses Design?

2. Welches Design war für die Durchführung der Aufgabe insgesamt am wenigsten
geeignet?
O Single-Tag Interaction
O Multi-Tag Interaction 1 (Sehenswürdigkeiten als tags, Aktionen auf dem Handy)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 2 (Sehenswürdigkeiten auf dem Handy, Aktionen als tags)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 3 (Sehenswürdigkeiten und Aktionen als separate tags)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 4 (Sehenswürdigkeiten und Aktionen als kombinierte tags)

Warum? Welche Nachteile hat dieses Design?

3. Welche Art der Interaktion bevorzugen Sie für die Durchführung der Aufgabe?
O Auf dem Handy (Interaktion mit regulären Handy-Interfaces)
O Auf dem Poster (separate oder kombinierte tags)
O Auf beidem (z.B. Auswahl einer Sehenswürdigkeit auf dem Poster, Aufrufen einer
Aktion auf dem Handy oder umgekehrt)

Warum? Welche Vorteile hat dieses Design?

4. Bevorzugen Sie bei der Interaktion mit Tags auf dem Poster die Kombination von
mehreren separaten Tags oder die einfache Interaktion mit kombinierten Tags?
O Kombination separater tags (Multi-Tag 3, z.B. Sehenswürdigkeit => Info)
O Auswahl kombinierter tags (Multi-Tag 4, z.B. Email-Tag für Hofgarten,
Frauenkirche, …)

Warum? Welche Vorteile hat dieses Design?

5. Welche Art der Interaktion (auf dem Handy, auf dem Poster oder auf beidem) ist für
folgende Teile der Anwendung am besten geeignet?
•

Starten der Anwendung =>

•

Auswahl einzelner Objekte (z.B. Sehenswürdigkeiten) =>

•

Auswahl und Anwendung einzelner Aktionen (z.B. eine Email schicken) =>

•

Kombination von Objekten und Aktionen =>

•

Beenden der Anwendung (z.B. submit) =>

•

Korrektur von Fehlern =>

•

Hinweise und Hilfe zur Bedienung des Systems =>

6. Wie intuitiv war die Kombination von Aktionen und Objekten? Wo und wie könnten
Hinweise zur Bedienung der einzelnen Prototypen gegeben werden?

7. Bei welchem Design traten Schwierigkeiten auf? Welche?

8. Verbesserungsvorschläge oder Kommentare zu den einzelnen Designs?
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Attention Shifts
Kolmogorov-Smirnov

ANOVA

Errors
Kolmogorov-Smirnov

ANOVA

Execution Time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov

ANOVA
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Third User Study: GUI Widgets
• Closing Questionnaire
• SPSS Output (only relevant tables)
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Library Search - Abschluss-Fragebogen
Teilnehmer: ________

1. Welches Design war für die Durchführung der Aufgabe insgesamt am besten geeignet?
O Single-Tag Interaction
O Multi-Tag Interaction 1 (Widgets auf dem Handy einzeln über Poster ansteuern)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 2 (Auswahl von Optionen direkt über das Poster)

Warum? Welche Vorteile hat dieses Design?

2. Welches Design war für die Durchführung der Aufgabe insgesamt am wenigsten
geeignet?
O Single-Tag Interaction
O Multi-Tag Interaction 1 (Widgets auf dem Handy einzeln über Poster ansteuern)
O Multi-Tag Interaction 2 (Auswahl von Optionen direkt über das Poster)

Warum? Welche Nachteile hat dieses Design?

3. Welche Art der Interaktion bevorzugen Sie für die Durchführung der Aufgabe?
O Auf dem Handy (Interaktion mit regulären Handy-Interfaces)
O Auf dem Poster (Interaktion durch Auswahl von Tags)
O Auf beiden (z.B. Berühren eines Tags auf dem Poster öffnet Widget auf Handy)

Warum? Welche Vorteile hat dieses Design?

4. Bei Multi-Tag Designs wurden einzelne Optionen/Tags als Kreise oder Vierecke
dargestellt. Ist Ihnen dies aufgefallen? War für Sie ersichtlich, dass diese Darstellung
analog zur Darstellung von Radio Buttons und Checkboxes aus Formularen (z.B.
Webseiten) erfolgte und genauso wie diese für die Auswahl einzelner bzw. mehrerer
Werte stand? Ist diese Darstellung leicht verständlich? Wenn nein, wie könnte dies
besser dargestellt werden?

5. Welche Art der Interaktion (auf dem Handy, auf dem Poster oder auf beidem) ist für
folgende Teile der Anwendung am besten geeignet?
•

Starten der Anwendung =>

•

Navigation (Wechsel zwischen den einzelnen Suchoptionen) =>

•

Auswahl einzelner Optionen =>

•

Beenden der Anwendung (z.B. submit) =>

•

Gesamtübersicht, Zusammenfassung =>

•

Korrektur von Fehlern =>

•

Hinweise und Hilfe zur Bedienung des Systems =>

6. Wie intuitiv war die Interaktion mit dem Poster und den Tags? Wo und wie könnten
Hinweise zur Bedienung der einzelnen Prototypen gegeben werden?

7. Bei welchem Design traten Schwierigkeiten auf? Welche?

8. Verbesserungsvorschläge oder Kommentare zu den einzelnen Designs?
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Attention Shifts
Kolmogorov-Smirnov

ANOVA

Errors
Kolmogorov-Smirnov

ANOVA

Execution Time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov

ANOVA

